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A Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (RDD) is a nondestructive testing device for 

determining continuous deflection profiles of pavements. Theses deflection profiles can 

be used more effectively when combined with other data such as pavement thickness, 

variability in moisture and other subsurface conditions, void detection and pavement 

right-of-way conditions. Therefore, a new, multi-function pavement testing device has 

been developed by a joint effort between the Texas Department of Transportation 

(TxDOT), the Center for Transportation Research (CTR) at the University of Texas at 

Austin (UT) and the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) at Texas A&M 

University. This new device is called the Total Pavement Acceptance Device (TPAD). 

The objective of TPAD testing is to nondestructively and nonintrusively investigate the 

structural adequacy of the total pavement system. The multiple functions of the TPAD 

presently include the following measurement capabilities: (1) rolling dynamic 

deflectometer (RDD), (2) ground penetrating radar (GPR), (3) global positioning (GPS), 

(4) pavement surface temperature, (5) digital video imaging of pavement and right-of-

way conditions and (6) longitudinal survey offsets from known points through distance 
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measurement (DMI). The TPAD is currently designed to perform continuous 

measurements at speeds around 2 to 3 mph.  

The effort in this dissertation is directed at: (1) developing the fourth-generation 

rolling sensors for faster testing speeds with the TPAD, (2) developing the Jointed 

Concrete Pavement (JCP) testbed with known and well-documented conditions (3) 

developing and evaluating the TPAD mobile platform, (4) evaluating the performance of 

the fourth-generation rolling sensors and refining a field calibration procedure and (5) 

studying the influence of the longitudinal and transverse joints in Jointed Concrete 

Pavement on TPAD deflection profile measurements. The first part involved the study of 

previous research and preliminary testing using the second-generation rolling sensor. Key 

benefits of the fourth-generation rolling sensor are: (1) reduced rolling noise during the 

testing, (2) higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and (3) better tracking of the sensor. 

The second part of this work involved the development of the JCP testbed at the 

Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), Flight Services Facility (FSF) adjacent to 

the Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (ABIA). The JCP testbed was developed to 

establish a pavement facility with known and well-documented conditions for use in 

future research dealing with rigid pavement testing.  

The third part of this work involved the acceptance testing of the TPAD mobile 

platform for the RDD deflection measurements. The mobile platform was the one of the 

key components to develop the new moving pavement testing device. The TPAD mobile 

platform was developed by modifying a small, off-road vibroseies built by Industrial 

Vehicle International, Inc. (IVI). Acceptance testing of each of the following components 

was performed: (1) automated speed control, (2) static loading system and (3) dynamic 

loading system. 
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The fourth part of this work involved the TPAD deflection measurements at the 

testbed at the TxDOT FSF. The deflection profiles using the fourth-generation rolling 

sensors and TPAD were performed at the established testbed. During the performance 

evaluation testing, the new sensor positioning, towing and raising/lowering system was 

developed and installed in the TPAD. 

The fifth part of this study involved the deflection measurement using the TPAD-

RDD system on the jointed concrete pavement. This study includes the repeatability of 

the TPAD deflection measurements, the influence of the proximity to the longitudinal 

and transverse joints in JCP on TPAD deflection measurements, deflection measurements 

under different pavement surface temperature, the characteristic of the TPAD-RDD 

deflections and the comparison between the Falling Weight Deflectometer and TPAD 

deflection measurement testing. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction to the Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer and 

Total Pavement Acceptance Device 

1.1  BACKGROUND OF THE ROLLING DYNAMIC DEFLECTOMETER 

Considerable money is spent every year to maintain the public service quality and 

demands for the nation’s transportation infrastructure. Over $ 21.8 billion was spent in 

2012 to maintain state highways in the U.S. and over $ 2.1 billion was spent in the state 

of Texas (FHWA, 2012). For this purpose, various methods have been developed and 

used to evaluate the in-place conditions and manage roads and highway pavements. 

Among several testing methods, in-situ nondestructive testing (NDT) methods have 

played important roles in evaluating the structural condition of in-service pavements. 

NDT devices that measure pavement deflections at discrete locations such as the Falling 

Weight Deflectometer and Dynaflect are commonly used in engineering practice. 

However, these devices are relatively slow because they need to be stationary to perform 

the type of NDT deflection measurement inherent in the particular testing methodology. 

In addition, there is also a high possibility of missing critical locations due to the discrete 

testing locations inherent in the stationary mode. Therefore, there has been an increasing 

need to measure pavement deflections continuously in addition to measuring at a faster 

rate. The Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (RDD) is one of the devices that was 

developed to fulfill this need. 

The RDD is a deflection-based, nondestructive testing device that is used to 

evaluate pavement structural conditions. The RDD was developed at the University of 

Texas at Austin (UT) by Dr. James Bay and Dr. Kenneth H. Stokoe II in 1990s (Bay, 

1997 and Bay and Stokoe, 1998). Unlike other nondestructive testing devices, the RDD 

has a major advantage of measuring deflections continuously as it moves along the 
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pavement. With the continuous deflection measurement, the RDD enables detection of 

critical sections of the pavement without missing points, at least along the testing path. A 

photograph of the RDD is shown in Figure 1.1a. In general, RDD results are presented as 

a continuous deflection profile consisting of numerous deflections which are spaced 

about 1.5 ft as shown in Figure 1.1b.  

 

 

(a) Photograph of the Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer 

 

 

(b) Typical RDD Continous Deflection Profile Measured on Asphalt Pavement 

Figure 1.1: Photograph of the Rolling Dynamic Deflectotmer and the Continuous 

Deflection Profile Collected on Asphalt Pavement (from Lee, 2010). 
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1.2  BACKGROUND OF THE TOTAL PAVEMENT ACCEPTANCE DEVICE 

Before, during and after the development of the RDD, numerous non-destructive 

testing devices have been integrated in the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) 

effort to evaluate the serviceability of the in-service pavements. Representative examples 

are Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), video imaging of the pavement right-of-way 

condition and pavement surface rutting and pavement surface temperatures. However, the 

varying accuracy of the locations of the measurements caused by measurement time 

difference, different measurements on different systems in different format and human 

error have resulted in significant difficulties in combining and comparing different types 

of data. These difficulties have led to extensive delays in the post-processing of the data 

or, more often, the non-use of the combination of data. 

It has been shown in project-level studies that the application of the RDD 

measurements can be more effective when RDD deflections are combined with other data 

such as GPR measurements, pavement temperature data, and video imaging (Scullion, 

2005, and Nam et al., 2011). In 2008, TxDOT allocated funds for Research Project # 0-

6005-01. The objective of this project is to develop a new, multi-function, nondestructive 

pavement testing device that can be used to assess total pavement structural conditions 

with testing speeds faster than 2 mph (and preferably faster than 6 mph). The new device 

was developed by a joint effort between the Center for Transportation (CTR) at UT and 

the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) at Texas A&M University. The new 

device is called the Total Pavement Acceptance Device (TPAD). The multi-functions of 

the new device for total pavement structural conditions include: (1) rolling dynamic 

deflectometer (RDD), (2) ground penetrating radar (GPR), (3) global positioning (GPS), 

(4) pavement surface temperature, (5) digital video imaging of pavement and right-of-
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way conditions and (6) longitudinal survey distance (DMI). The TPAD and multi-

functions are shown in Figure 1.2. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: The TPAD and the Multi-Functions (from Stokoe et al., 2013). 

 

1.3  RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The primary objectives of this research are: (1) to develop the fourth-generation 

rolling sensor to accommodate faster testing speed for TPAD testing, (2) to investigate 

ways to improve the operational efficiency, and equipment reliability, (3) to improve 

measurement accuracy and resolution of the RDD portion of the TPAD on Jointed 

Concrete Pavement (JCP). 

The research efforts were focused in three areas to accomplish these objectives. 

First, the fourth-generation sensors were developed to improve RDD testing speed and 

quality of the measured deflections for the TPAD. With the assistance of personnel from 

Industrial Vehicle International. (IVI) and the Center for Electromechanics (CEM), the 
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fourth-generation rolling sensors were developed. The fourth-generation rolling sensors 

generate less rolling noise and produce the higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) compared 

with all earlier generation rolling sensors. Second, a JCP testbed was developed at the 

TxDOT Flight Services Facility (FSF) adjacent to the Austin Bergstrom International 

Airport (ABIA). Numerous testing at the TxDOT FSF was performed using the TPAD 

and the fourth-generation rolling sensor. RDD functionality of the TPAD was examined 

over range in testing speed from 0.5 to 3 mph to evaluate the performance of the fourth-

generation rolling sensors and to make determine the most reliable TPAD testing speed. 

The characteristics of the rolling noise, which is inherent in contact-type rolling sensor, 

are discussed and the performance of the fourth-generation rolling sensors is evaluated 

based on the rolling noise characteristics. Lastly, the characteristics of TPAD RDD 

deflections collected on the JCP testbed at the TxDOT FSF are discussed. The influence 

of the joints in the JCP, repeatability of the TPAD RDD deflection measurements and 

comparison of the deflections between the Falling Weight Deflectometer and the TPAD 

are studied in this dissertation. 

1.4  DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 

The RDD and TPAD are introduced in Chapter 1. In addition, (1) the motivation 

and objective of Research Project #0-6005-01 are described (2) the objectives of the 

dissertation research and the dissertation organization are also summarized in Chapter 1. 

In Chapter 2, a literature review of nondestructive testing devices for in-service 

pavement testing is presented. Seismic-, electromagnetic- and deflection-based 

nondestructive testing methods are overviewed. The focus is on devices for continuous 

pavement deflection measurements. Eight, state-of-the-art devices are reviewed and 

summarized. 
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In Chapter 3, the background of the RDD and the previously developed rolling 

sensors (the first-, the second- and the third-generation rolling sensors) are presented. The 

characteristics of rolling noise and the definition of the signal-to-noise ratio are discussed 

based on the raw data of the first- and second-generation rolling sensors. 

In Chapter 4, an overview and acceptance testing of the TPAD mobile platform 

are presented. Results from the acceptance testing for automated speed control, static 

loading system and dynamic loading system are discussed. 

In Chapter 5, Part I of the development of the RDD portion of the TPAD is 

presented. A summary of the development of the fourth-generation rolling sensor is 

provided. The presentation focuses on the parameters that can affect on the performance 

of the fourth-generation rolling sensor. The fourth-generation rolling sensor has been 

developed to be used at testing speeds of 2 to 3 mph. 

In Chapter 6, Part II of the development of the RDD portion of the TPAD is 

presented. Based on independent field performance checks of the fourth-generation 

rolling sensors, upgrades to the sensor positioning, raising/lowering and towing system 

and more improvements to the fourth-generation rolling sensors (incorporations of larger 

diameter wheels and heavier hold-down weights for the front and rear sensors) are 

presented. The results from a number of field testing using the fourth-generation rolling 

sensors at the TxDOT FSF using the final TPAD-RDD system are presented and 

discussed. The deflection profiles, continuous rolling noise measurements, and the SNRs 

are presented. 

In Chapter 7, the characteristics of  TPAD-RDD continuous deflections collected 

on the JCP are discussed. The influence of the longitudinal joint and repeatability of the 

TPAD continuous deflection measurements are studied. Finally, the degree of 
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underestimation of deflections at joints is studied and a correction factor at the joint 

location is introduced. 

In Chapter 8 , the comparisons of the deflections measured with the FWD and the 

TPAD are discussed. The deflections on the-mid-slabs and joints are compared. 

In Chapter 9, conclusions of this dissertation research are presented. A summary 

of the improvements made to the rolling sensors is provided and recommendations for 

future work are presented. 
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Chapter 2:  Overview of Nondestructive Testing of Pavements 

2.1  INTRODUCTION 

For more than 50 years, the usefulness of nondestructive pavement testing to 

evaluate and monitor pavement conditions has been recognized in many parts of the 

world. The primary advantage of nondestructive testing (NDT) devices over other 

destructive testing methods is that the in-situ pavement conditions can be evaluated 

relatively rapidly and with minimized disruption to traffic. Pavement deflection data can 

be correlated to pavement deterioration with time environmental and traffic conditions. 

Therefore, numerous methods to measure pavement deflections nondestructively have 

been developed and been widely used over the years.  

In this chapter, NDT devices for pavement systems are introduced and 

categorized in three general types. The categories are: (1) seismic-based, (2) 

electromagnetic-based, and (3) deflection-based methods (Bay and Stokoe, 1998). 

Deflection-based nondestructive techniques are divided into two sub-categories: (1) 

discrete deflection-based methods that are stationary and (2) continuous deflection-based 

methods. 

2.2  NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING (NDT) DEVICES FOR PAVEMENTS 

NDT has played an important role in pavement design and rehabilitation. Over 

several years, many different types of NDT devices have been developed and used for the 

evaluation of in-situ pavement conditions. NDT is more efficient than destructive testing 

techniques for several reasons. The first reason is that NDT devices do not require 

obtaining physical samples from the pavement sites so that they require no coring and, 

thus, no disturbance to traffic. As a result, NDT devices generally minimize financial loss 
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caused by traffic control. In addition, since the pavement is not damaged, no additional 

time and cost to repair the testing site are needed.  

2.2.1  Seismic-Based NDT Method 

In general, seismic-based methods involve measurement of the wave propagation 

velocity at small strains (<10-4 %) where the material stiffness is within the “elastic” 

range so that material properties do not change with strain levels in the tests; hence 

nondestructive testing. The material stiffness can be calculated directly with the measured 

wave propagation velocity. A typical example of an NDT device that involves seismic-

based measurements is the Seismic Pavement Analyzer (SPA) developed by Nazarian 

(Nazarian et al., 1995). The SPA is a trailer-mounted device (see Figure 2.1) and the 

operating principle of the SPA is based on generating and measuring stress wave 

velocities in a layered system. During operation of the SPA, transducers and sources are 

lowered to the pavement and seismic signals (shear waves) are generated and recorded. A 

large pneumatic hammer is used to generate low-frequency vibrations while a small 

pneumatic hammer is used to generate high-frequency vibrations.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Photograph of the Trailer-Mounted Seismic Pavement Analyzer (SPA) 

Attached to a Field Vehicle (from Nazarian et al., 1995). 
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2.2.2  Electromagnetic-Based NDT Method 

Electromagnetic-based methods use electromagnetic waves (radar waves) which 

penetrate into the subsurface and reflections of the waves from layering and anomalies in 

the pavement system are used to evaluate the subsurface conditions. A typical example of 

the electromagnetic-based methods for pavement testing is a Ground Penetrating Radar 

(GPR) system. An electromagnetic wave, a short pulse emitted from an antenna, travels 

through the layered material system. Reflections at interfaces with dissimilar dielectric 

properties (materials or boundaries with different dielectric constants) are recorded. The 

arrival time and amplitude of the reflected wave are used to calculate the thicknesses of 

the pavement and dielectric discontinuities in the material (Maser and Scullion, 1992). 

The principle of the GPR system is shown in Figure 2.2. One example of a laterally 

continuous GPR profile is shown in Figure 2.3. Two types of GPR are used in pavement 

testing. These types are divided according to the contact to the pavement during a testing 

as: (1) ground-coupled radar, and (2) air-coupled radar. For pavement condition 

evaluations, air-coupled radar is mostly used because testing can be done at normal 

driving speeds. 

 

Figure 2.2: Typical GPR Waveform at One Point on the Pavement (from Bandara and 

Briggs, 2004). 
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Figure 2.3: Example of a GPR Profile along a Pavement (from Nam et al., 2011). 

 

2.2.3  Deflection-Based NDT Methods 

Deflection-based NDT methods involve measurement of the vertical deflections 

of the pavement surface induced by forces generally applied on the pavement surface. 

The shape and magnitude of the deflections are functions of traffic and environmental 

effects, pavement structural capacity, and subgrade conditions. The surface deflection 

information is used to: (1) detect weak portions of the pavement, (2) evaluate the 

modulus of pavement layers, (3) estimate the modulus of subgrade reaction, and (4) 

estimate the load transfer efficiency of joints in Jointed Concrete Pavement (JCP) and 

cracks in Continuous Reinforced Concrete Pavement (CRCP) (AASHTO, 2006). 

Deflection-based NDT methods for pavements can generally be divided into two groups: 

(1) discrete testing devices which stop to apply the forces and measure pavement 

deflections (hence, stationary devices) and (2) continuous testing device which applies 

forces and measures pavement deflections while the device is moving along the 

pavement. 
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2.2.3.1 Discrete Pavement Deflection Testing Devices 

The Dynaflect and the Falling Weight Deflectometer are the two most common 

discrete pavement deflection testing devices. The Dynaflect, shown in Figure 2.4, is a 

trailer-mounted device. The Dynaflect has two eccentric rotating masses that are used to 

generate a single-frequency (generally 8 Hz) sinusoidal force. The generated sinusoidal 

force is applied to the pavement through two steel loading wheels and the induced 

pavement deflections are measured with several transducers located as a line along the 

pavement surface and mid-way between the loading wheels. To keep the steel wheels in 

contact with the pavement, dead weight of the trailer is used as a static hold-down force. 

A typical arrangement of the steel loading wheels and vertical velocity transducers 

(geophones) is shown in Figure 2.5. As seen in Figure 2.5, one geophone is located in the 

middle of the two loading wheels and the other geophones are arranged in a linear array. 

For testing process, the Dynaflect is positioned at a desired testing location, and the steel 

loading wheels are lowered onto the pavement. A motor begins rotating eccentric masses 

until the frequency has reached a constant 8 Hz. At that time, the geophone outputs are 

recorded. After measuring deflections, the Dynaflect moves to the next test location. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Photograph of the Dynaflect (from Pavement Interactive, 2014). 
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Figure 2.5: Typical Configuration of the Dynaflect (from Pavement Interactive, 2014). 

The most commonly and widely used NDT device to measure pavement 

deflections is the Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD). The FWD is a trailer-mounted 

device that is used to apply an impulsive force on the pavement and the induced 

pavement deflections are measured by an array of sensors. The measured pavement 

deflections are used. The general configuration of the FWD is shown in Figure 2.6. The 

impulsive force used in the FWD simulates moving wheel loads on pavements by 

dropping a weight on a specially designed plate (Hoffman and Thompson, 1982). 

Different drop-weights, drop-heights, and stiffnesses of the pad can be controlled to 

simulate various vehicle loads and different speeds. To perform FWD testing, the FWD is 

stopped at the testing location and the loading mechanism (pad) and sensors are lowered 

onto the pavement. The weight is then raised and dropped on the loading pad. The peaks 

of applied load measured by the load cells and the outputs of the sensors are recorded. 

The Dynaflect and FWD are effective tools to assess the structural condition and 

bearing capacity of existing or newly constructed pavement. However, these testing 
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devices requires discrete testing locations resulting in increased testing time and 

operational cost compared to continuous testing. In addition, traffic interruption due to 

stop-and-go operations may create a less safe work environment as well as increased 

traffic hazards. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Falling Weight Deflectometer with Seven-Sensor Configuration (from 

Shashin, 1994). 

 

2.2.3.2 Pavement Deflection Testing Devices that Move Continuously while Testing 

Various national and international research efforts have been made over the last 

20 years to develop devices that can measure continuous pavement deflections. All 

continuous deflection testing devices have loading systems that move along the pavement 

and are operated nondestructively, using contacting or noncontacting sensors. In this 

section, eight devices are briefly discussed. These devices are: (1) Benkelman Beam, (2) 

Road Surface Deflectometer (RSD), (3) LaCroix Deflectograph, (4) Rolling Dynamic 
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Deflectometer (RDD), (5) Total Pavement Acceptance Device (TPAD), (6) Curviameter, 

(7) Rolling Wheel Deflectometer (RWD) and (8) Traffic Speed Deflectometer (TSD). 

These devices are outlined in Table 2.1. Table 2.1 also shows the sensor types, loading 

mechanisms, number of sensors, effect of pavement texture and roughness on the 

deflection measurements and suitability for network-level studies. The major differences 

between these devices are: (1) some deflection sensors are moving along the pavement at 

the speed of the device while other sensors are stationary on the pavement as the loading 

mechanism moves past the sensor, and (2) the speed along the pavement differs from 

very slow (< 1 mph) to high (> 40 mph). These eight devices are divided into four groups 

as follows: (1) very slow moving load and stationary sensors (speed < 1 mph), (2) slow 

moving load and sensors (speed < 3 mph), (3) moderate moving load and stationary 

sensors (speed ~ 11 mph) and (4) fast moving load and sensors (speed > 40 mph). The 

RDD is also briefly reviewed in this chapter for comparison purposes. 

GROUP 1 – Very Slow Moving Load and Stationary Sensors (< 1 mph) 

Device 1A. Benkelman Beam - This device was developed in 1953 by A.C. 

Benkelman of the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads. The Benkelman Beam was first used on 

the WASHO Road Test in 1953. For the Benkelman Beam test, a moving truck wheel is 

used to apply the force on the pavement, and deflections of the pavement surface induced 

by this force are measured by a stationary dial gauge. A simplified drawing of the 

Benkelman beam is shown in Figure 2.7. It is composed of a stationary reference frame 

and a probe arm pivoting at one point supported by the reference frame. Benkelman beam 

testing is performed during loading of the pavement with the moving truck wheel. During 

testing, the probe point is positioned between the dual rear wheels of a loaded truck. The 

reference frame is leveled and the first reading is taken. When the loaded truck moves
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Table 2.1: Summary of Eight, Moving-Load Devices for Pavement Deflection Measurements. 

Device

No.
Device Name Sensor Type Applied Moving Load

No. of

Sensors

No. of data

points per mile

Pavement Texture

Effect

1A Benkelman Beam Dial Guage 18 kips Axle Load 1

1C RSD
1 LVDT 18 kips Axle Load 1

2A
LaCroix

Deflectograph
Digital Guage 18 kips Axle Load 2

N/A (depends

on the

procedure)

None: Stationary

Displ. Sensor

2B RDD
2 Geophone 10 ± 5 kips 3 or 4 about 2600 pts

2C TPAD
3 Geophone 8 ± 4 kips 3 about 2600 pts

3A Curviameter Geophone 18 to 29 kips Axle Load 3 about 320 pts
None: Stationary

Displ. Sensor

4A RWD
4 Laser (Displ.) 18 kips Axle Load 4 about 10 pts

Significant  b/c

Displ. Sensor

4B TSD
5 Laser (Vel.) 22 kips Axle Load 4

Depends on

User

Does not Measure

Actual Deflections

Group 1 - Very Slow Moving Load and Stationary Sensors ( Start-and-Stop or Testing Speed < 1 mph)

Group 2 - Slow Moving Load and Sensors (Constant Speed < 3 mph)

Group 3 - Moderate Moving and Stationary Sensors (Constant Speed ~ 11 mph)

Group 4 - Fast Moving Load and Sensors (Constant Speed > 40 mph)

N/A (depends

on the

procedure)

None: Stationary

Displ. Sensor

Small  with Signal

Processing

Pavement

Roughness Effect

Suitability for

Network-Level

Study

None: Stationary

Displ. Sensor
No

No

Potentially with

Improved Sensors

None: Stationary

Displ. Sensor
Yes

Significant  b/c

Displ. Sensor

Does not Measure

Actual Deflections

No

Yes

None: Stationary

Displ. Sensor

Moderate with

Signal Processing

 
Note: (1). RSD is the Road Surface Deflectometer (Dynatest, n.d), (2). RDD is the Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (Bay and Stokoe, 1998), (3). TPAD is the Total 

Pavement Acceptance Device (Stokoe et al., 2013), (4). RWD is the Rolling Wheel Deflectometer (Elseifi et al., 2012), and (5). TSD is the Traffic Speed 

Deflectometer (Baltzer et al., 2012).
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away, the second reading on the dial gauge is taken. The maximum pavement movement 

is equal to the difference between the 1st and 2nd readings times the lever-arm multiplier. 

 

Figure 2.7:  Simplified Side Views of the Benkelman Beam (from Weligamage et al., 

2010) 

Device 1B. Road Surface Deflectometer, RSD – The RSD was developed by the 

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) in South Africa and is used to 

measure surface deflection under a loaded, moving wheel. The RSD is a modified 

Benkelman Beam that uses two reference feet at the stationary end for stability and one 

measuring point at the other end. The photograph of the RSD during deflection 

measurements is shown in Figure 2.8. For testing, the standard 18-kips axle load is used. 

A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) is used in place of the dial gage in the 

Benkelman Beam. The beam is 10-ft long and thin enough to be located between the dual 

tires of the moving load. 
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Figure 2.8:  Photographs of the RSD during Deflection Measurements (from Dynatest, 

n.d) 

GROUP 2 –Slow Moving Load and Sensors (< 3 mph) 

Device 2A. LaCroix Deflectograph – The Lacroix Deflectograph is a moving deflection 

measuring device that was developed in the mid-1960s by the Laboratoire Central des 

Ponts et Chaussees in France. Basically, it is an automatic version of the Benkelman 

Beam. Deflections created by a specified axle load are measured. Two sets of deflection 

measurements (one Benkelman Beam in each wheel path) are performed. Photographs of 

the Lacroix Deflectograph during testing are shown in Figure 2.9. First, the frame holding 

the backward-pointing measurement system is positioned in each wheel path between the 

dual wheels. The truck moves at a speed of slightly less than 1.0 mph. During the 

measurement cycle, the frame remains stationary on the pavement while the loaded tires 

move along the measurement length. Then wires and a guidance system move the 

measurement frame to a new position along the road, and the procedure is repeated. The 

distance between measurements is about 10 to 20 ft, depending on the vehicle used and 

the testing speed. 
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(a) Start of Test Cycle                      (b) End of Test Cycle 

 

Figure 2.9:  Photographs of LaCroix Deflectograph (from Weligamage et al., 2010) 

Device 2B. Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer, RDD - The RDD was developed by 

researchers at the University of Texas at Austin (UT) in the 1990s under TxDOT’s 

research program. The RDD has been used for about 15 years as a valuable tool for 

project-level, continuous pavement deflection measurements by TxDOT and several 

private firms. The RDD is a nondestructive testing (NDT) device that applies a static 

hold-down force combined with a dynamic sinusoidal force to the pavement surface with 

two loading rollers while continuous moving along the pavement. For the first time in 

deflection measurements, an array of rolling sensors was used to measure continuously 

the induced dynamic pavement deflections. The device moved along the pavement at a 

speed of about 1 mph. Each of the rolling sensors consist of a three-wheeled cart 

supporting a vertically oriented velocity transducer (geophone) with a 2-Hz resonant 

frequency. As shown in Figure 2.10, the RDD is a truck-mounted device upon which an 

electro-hydraulic loading system is used to delivers the dynamic forces to the pavement. 

The array of rolling sensors is positioned on the pavement along the longitudinal 

centerline of the truck, beginning mid-way between the loading rollers and extending 

ahead of the rollers. 
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Figure 2.10: Photograph of the RDD  

 

Device 2C. Total Pavement Acceptance Device, TPAD – The TPAD was developed 

through TxDOT’s research program by a joint effort between the Center for 

Transportation Research (CTR) at UT and Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI). 

The objectives of developing this device were to integrate multiple testing functions into 

one piece of equipment and to increase the testing speed along the pavement. The multi-

functions of the TPAD are: (1) rolling dynamic deflectometer (RDD), (2) ground 

penetrating (GPR), (3) global positioning system (GPS), (4) pavement surface 

temperature, (5) digital video imaging of pavement and right-of-way conditions, and (6) 

longitudinal survey distances (DMI). The continuous testing speed of the TPAD is 2 to 3 

mph, which, at this time, still places it in the realm of project-level studies. The principle 

of the TPAD pavement deflection measurements is the same as the RDD, so 2-Hz 

geophones are used as transducers in the rolling sensors. A photograph of the TPAD is 

shown in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11: Photograph of the TPAD (from Stokoe et al., 2013) 

 

GROUP 3 – Moving Load and Stationary Sensors with Moderate Speed (~ 11 mph) 

Device 3A. Curviameter – The Curviameter was jointly developed between France and 

Spain in 1970s and was the first device with which continuous pavement deflection were 

measured. The basic principle of the Curviameter is that geophones are mounted on a 

continuous closed-loop chain which positions the geophones to remain stationary while 

dual rear wheels travel passed them. The particle velocity of the pavement surface during 

passage of the rear wheels is measured. The current new model of the Curviameter (MT 

15) was produced in the early nineties (Figure 2.12). This model has a testing speed of 11 

mph and 50-ft long closed-loop chain with three geophones on the chain. When placed on 

the pavement, each geophone remains stationary because the chain is moving in the 

opposite direction of the vehicle but at the same speed. Stationary measurement points 

are generated every 16.4 ft. The Curviameter can measure both the deflection-time 

history and the curvature of the deflection bowl at each stationary measurement point. 
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The geophone starts measuring deflections when the rear axle is several feet away from 

the locations of the geophone and stops measuring when the rear axle passes the 

geophone’s location by about 10 ft. A rear axle of the Curviameter is loaded to weigh 18 

to 29 kips. A photograph of the Curviameter is shown in Figure 2.13.  

 

 

Figure 2.12: Schematic Diagram of the Current Model of Curviameter (from Geem, 

2010) 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Photograph of the Current Model of Curviameter (from Geem, 2010) 
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GROUP 4 – Fast Moving Load and Sensors (> 40 mph) 

Device 4A. Rolling Wheel Deflectometer, RWD – The RWD was developed by 

Applied Research Associates, Inc (ARA) to measure pavement surface deflections at 

traffic speeds. This high-speed (~ 60 mph) system was specifically designed for network-

level studies. The RWD is a trailer-mounted device that has a set of four, non-contacting 

laser sensors which measure the distance between the sensors and the pavement surface. 

The entire laser system is supported on a single, metal, reference beam which is enclosed 

in a climate-controlled chamber to maintain the measurement system at a constant 

temperature during testing. The climate-controlled chamber is needed to minimize 

relative movements along the reference beam. The four lasers are positioned 43 in. above 

the pavement surface in the right wheel path. The trailer applies an 18-kip load on the 

pavement through dual tires at the rear. The basic principle of the RWD is shown in 

Figure 2.14. The RWD has a two-step process for deflection measurements. To determine 

the RWD deflection at a point P3, h, and h’ which are distances between the pavement 

surface and the support system at times T1 and T2, respectively, are measured by laser 

sensors. The pavement deflection at point P3 is equal to the difference between h and h’. 

Therefore, it is absolutely essential to measure deflections at exactly same locations by 

subsequent laser sensors to obtain deflections from the desired locations. The deflections 

are measured in real time at a frequency of 2 kHz, and they are averaged every 0.1 mile. 

Two photographs of the RWD are presented in Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.14: Principle of RWD Deflection Measurements (from Johnson, 1992) 

 

  
 

                   (a)                              (b) 

Figure 2.15: Photographs of the Rolling Wheel Deflectomter (RWD): (a) The RWD and 

(b) Laser Sensors Placed between Dual Tires (from Elseifi et al., 2012) 

 

Device 4B. Traffic Speed Deflectometer (TSD) – The TSD is a truck-trailer 

combination with a trailer that can apply a 22,000-lb axle load. The movement of the 

pavement surface caused by the axle load is measured with four Doppler laser sensors. 

The TSD and the positions of the Doppler laser sensors in the trailer are shown in Figure 
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2.16. The first laser sensor measures the undeflected profile of the pavement while other 

three laser sensors close to the loading wheels measure the deflected profile. Any motions 

of the laser sensors on the reference beam in the trailer are monitored by inertial systems 

and taken into account in determining the pavement deflections. The testing speed is up 

to 50 mph. As the TSD moves along the pavement, the pavement surface in front of the 

wheel moves downward, creating a deflection-time history from which the deflection 

bowl can be determined.  

 

 

Figure 2.16: Schematic Diagram of the TSD (Baltzer et al., 2010) 
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2.3  SUMMARY 

Considerable amounts of time and funding are being spent every year to maintain 

the nation’s transportation infrastructure. Therefore, various nondestructive testing 

(NDT) devices have been developed and used to provide valuable information to 

pavement engineers in this maintenance effort. In this chapter, various types of 

nondestructive testing devices are briefly discussed. These devices are divided into three 

general types as follows: (1) seismic-based (2) electromagnetic-based and (3) deflection-

based methods (Bay and Stokoe, 1998). 

Seismic-based pavement testing methods are used to calculate the stiffness of the 

pavement layers. The SPA is a typical device based on seismic-based methods. 

Electromagnetic-based methods are generally used to detect subsurface conditions such 

as boundaries of the pavement or anomalies such as voids and/or moisture in the 

pavement system. Electromagnetic waves are also used to penetrate into the subsurface. 

These waves are reflected when they meet the interface between two materials having 

dissimilar dielectric properties.  With electromagnetic-based methods, the thickness of 

pavement layers and dielectric discontinuities created by moisture, voids, and steel bars 

in the pavement layers can be detected. The GPR is the typical example of NDT device 

based on electromagnetic-based methods used for the pavement evaluations.  

Deflection-based methods have been widely used for evaluating pavement 

structural conditions. These methods include largely discrete and continuous testing 

devices. Discrete testing devices require perform stationary measurements; hence stop-

and-go operation that results in additional cost for traffic control and traffic delay times 

as well as an increase in danger for testing personnel. The FWD is the most commonly 

and widely used NDT discrete testing device based on deflection-based methods. 
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Various devices for continuous pavement deflection measurements have been 

developed by several national and international researches. The major advantages of 

devices that can measure pavement deflection continuously is that the devices can 

provide virtually 100 % coverage of the testing paths; that is, less possibility of missing 

critical areas in the pavement. In addition, the continuous pavement deflection 

measurements do not require the stationary measurements; hence, result in reduction in 

cost for traffic control and traffic delay times. Eight the state-of-the-art devices were 

reviewed and studied in this chapter. The eight devices are: (1) Benkelman Beam, (2) 

Road Surface Deflectometer (RSD), (3) LaCroix Deflectograph, (4) Rolling Dynamic 

Deflectometer (RDD), (5) Total Pavement Acceptance Device (TPAD), (6) Curviameter, 

(7) Rolling Wheel Deflectometer (RWD) and (8) Traffic Speed Deflectometer (TSD).
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Chapter 3:  Rolling Noise Characteristics of the RDD Deflection 

Measurements 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

The rolling sensors used in the RDD deflection measurements are contact-type 

sensors. Each rolling sensor has a 2-Hz geophone mounted on a free-standing three-wheel 

cart as shown in Figure 3.1a (the first-generation rolling sensor). Geophones use gravity 

(inertia) as the reference unlike other non-contacting type sensors such as a linear 

variable differential transformer (LVDT), a laser displacement sensor and a laser velocity 

sensor, which use a point of fixity as the reference datum. The output of the geophone is 

linear in terms of particle velocity above about 1.5 times its natural frequency (fn). The 

calibration curve of the first-generation rolling sensor is shown in Figure 3.1b. As a 

result, the geophone output is readily converted to displacement at the known excitation 

frequency well above fn. In the RDD application, it is an operating frequency (fo) around 

30 Hz. Due to the physical contact between the rolling sensor and the pavement, the 

rolling sensor has two limitations. They are: (1) limited testing speed to maintain 

coupling between the rolling sensor and the pavement surface, and (2) rolling noise 

because of physical rolling of the sensor along the pavement. 

Currently, digital filters are used during data processing to attenuate the rolling 

noise at frequencies other than the RDD operating frequency. However, it is always 

desirable to have lower rolling noise and a higher signal, resulting in a high signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) in the RDD deflection measurements. In this chapter, the more detailed 

description of the RDD, history of RDD rolling sensors and rolling noise characteristics 

in measured RDD signals are presented and discussed. This chapter provides background 
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information of the RDD signals and findings from this study have been used to evaluate 

the performance of the new rolling sensors of the TPAD. 
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(a) First-Generation RDD Rolling Sensor (from Bay, 1997) 
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(b) Example of Calibration Curve 

Figure 3.1: Photograph of a First-Generation RDD Rolling Sensor and a Typical 

Calibration Curve for the Rolling Sensor. 
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3.2  DESCRIPTION OF THE RDD 

As briefly introduced in Chapter 1, the RDD is an NDT device which was 

developed by researchers at the University of Texas at Austin to be used in measuring 

continuous dynamic pavement deflections. A schematic of the RDD is shown in Figure 

3.2a. The major components of the RDD are: (1) an electro-hydraulic dynamic loading 

system, (2) a force measurement system, (3) a rolling sensor system used to measure 

pavement deflections induced by the applied dynamic forces and (4) a distance 

measurement system. The RDD is a truck-mounted device that applies a static hold-down 

force combined with a dynamic sinusoidal force that are applied to the pavement through 

two loading rollers while the truck is moving at about 1 mph. The RDD was developed 

by modifying a Vibroseis, which is used in the geophysical exploration industry.  

The RDD electro-hydraulic loading system can generate peak-to-peak dynamic 

sinusoidal forces ranging from 2 to 70 kips over the frequency range of about 20 to 100 

Hz and static forces of 3 to 40 kips (Bay and Stokoe, 1998). These combined static and 

dynamic forces are applied to the pavement through the two loading rollers during RDD 

testing and continuously recorded by four load cells located between the loading rollers 

and upper loading frame. A typical RDD forcing function is shown in Figure 3.2b. In 

typical highway projects, a static hold-down force in the range of 8 to 10 kips and a peak-

to-peak dynamic force in the range of 8 to 10 kips at an operating frequency of 30 Hz are 

used. The array of rolling sensors used to measure induced dynamic pavement deflections 

is shown in Figure 3.2c. Sensor #1 is located mid-way between the two loading rollers 

and other sensors are located ahead of Sensor #1 at intervals of about 2 ft. General 

specifications of the RDD are presented in Table 3.1. 
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(a) Schematic of the Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer 
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(b) Typical RDD Forcing Function with a Stataic Load of 10 kips and 30-Hz Dynamic 

Load of +/- 5 kips 
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(c) Plan View of Loading Rollers and Rolling Deflection Sensors 

Figure 3.2: The Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer: Schematic of Complete System, 

Typical Loading Function and Generalized Sensor Configuration. 
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Table 3.1  General Specifications of the Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (from Bay, 

1997) 

Frequency Range 5 – 100 Hz 

Gross Weight 50 kips 

Length 32 ft 

Width 8 ft 

Peak-to-Peak Dynamic Force 2 – 70 kips 

Typical Testing Speed 1 mph 

Typical Number of Rolling Sensors 4 

 

In the RDD data processing, a digital notch-pass filter is used to remove noise, 

with noise defined as any signals outside the RDD operating frequency in the recorded 

data. Since the RDD applies a single operating frequency during dynamic loading, the 

filtered output signals have the same frequency as the operating frequency. The filtered 

data are then converted using the 2-Hz geophone calibration factors to the pavement 

deflections. The results of the RDD pavement deflection measurements are represented in 

the deflection profile. In general, the deflection profile is presented in terms of mils per 

10 kips of loads. A typical deflection profile collected on a jointed concrete pavement is 

shown in Figure 3.3. This deflection profile contains significant data that: (1) show 

increased movements at all transverse joints and cracks, (2) allow joint types 

(construction vs. expansion vs. contraction) to be evaluated based on relative movements, 

(3) permit relative evaluation of load transfer at joints and cracks, and (4) permits 

evaluation of the extent and relative quality of mid-slab areas. RDD profiling has been 

used to: (1) delineate areas to be repaired, (2) help select possible rehabilitation 
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treatments, (3) measure improvements due to the rehabilitations, and (4) evaluate changes 

with time, environmental conditions, and trafficking (Chen et al., 2007). 
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Figure 3.3: Typical RDD Deflection Profile Measured on a Jointed Concrete Pavement 

with Rolling Sensor #1. 

3.3  HISTORY OF RDD ROLLING SENSORS 

3.3.1  First-Generation Rolling Sensor 

The first-generation rolling sensor was developed at UT by Dr. James Bay (Bay, 

1997). These sensors are free-standing systems, with each system composed of three 

rolling wheels and a 2-Hz geophone in the geometric center of the three wheels. A 

photograph of the first-generation rolling sensor is shown in Figure 3.1b. Each rolling 

wheel has a 6-in. diameter wheel and 1-in. width. The thread of the wheel is 0.25-in. thick 

and has a 60 A durometer (tire tread hardness).  

The testing speed with the first-generation rolling sensor is limited to about 1 

mph. This speed limitation is due to following reasons that are: (1) sensor decoupling and 
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(2) increased rolling noise. The first-generation sensor wheels have a tendency to 

decouple from the ground while rolling at speeds higher than 1 mph because no 

additional hold-down mechanism is used other than its self weight. If the induced 

acceleration of the sensor exceeds -1 g, the force between the sensor and the pavement is 

zero. In other words, the sensor wheel likely loses contact with the pavement, resulting in 

inappropriately low measurements of the pavement deflections induced by the RDD 

dynamic loading. Even though the sensor is in contact with the pavement as speed 

increases towards 1 mph, increasing the speed results in dramatically increasing the 

rolling noise around the RDD operating frequency. According to Dr. James Bay, 

doubling the rolling velocity almost doubles the amplitude of the rolling noise (Bay and 

Stokoe, 1998).  

3.3.2  Second-Generation Rolling Sensor 

Second-generation rolling sensors were developed to improve the test speed of the 

RDD up to 2 or 3 mph (Lee, 2006). The second-generation sensors use larger diameter 

wheels (9-in. diameter wheels) than the first-generation rolling sensor and an air spring as 

a hold-down force. The wheel tread has a 50 D durometer (golf ball hardness) for a 

higher natural frequency. A photograph of the second-generation rolling sensor is shown 

in Figure 3.4. The larger diameter wheels are less sensitive to rough pavement surfaces, 

and the hold-down force can keep the rolling sensor in contact with the pavements at 

higher testing speeds. This hold-down force is applied to the top of each rolling sensor 

through an inflatable polyurethane air-spring (typically pressurized to 5 psi). Generally, 

only two rolling sensors are used at the locations of Sensors #1 and #3 (see Figure 3.2c). 

Second-generation Sensor #1 has 9-in. diameter wheels and second-generation Sensor #2 
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has 12-in. diameter wheels. The smaller wheels of Sensor #1 are due to the limited 

vertical space between the two loading rollers. 

However, several field tests have revealed some technical limitations of the 

second-generation rolling sensors. The testing speed of 3 mph might, at times, induce 

some instability in the sensors from a mechanical view point. The second-generation 

sensors have no additional system to align the sensor except the air spring on top of the 

sensor. Sensor #1 in the middle of the loading frame is space limited in the horizontal and 

vertical directions. Thus, horizontal movements of Sensor #1 resulted in erroneous 

deflections. This problem has been observed several times on rough surfaces with 

pavement distresses such as around potholes or faulting. In addition, the second-

generation sensor measure slightly lower deflections at joints and cracks than the first-

generation sensor. This difference occurs because of the nature of the rolling sensor with 

a three-wheel cart. At joints, a deflection measured using the three-wheel contacts 

represents an average deflection rather than a point deflection. For jointed concrete 

pavements (JCPs), as the RDD passes transverse joints, all three wheels of the sensor 

may not be positioned on the same side of the loaded slab at the point of maximum 

motion. Generally, larger diameter wheels will involve a larger distance away from the 

joint due to the cart configuration, resulting in measuring lower joint deflections.  
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Figure 3.4: Photograph of the Second-Generation Rolling Sensor (from Lee, 2006) 

3.3.3  Third-Generation Rolling Sensor 

The third-generation rolling sensor was developed by Nam to improve the testing 

speed of the RDD up to 5 mph and to make RDD deflection measurements more point 

deflections rather than averaged deflections (Nam, 2010). A schematic diagram and 

photograph of the third-generation rolling sensor are shown in Figure 3.5a and 3.5b, 

respectively. The third-generation rolling sensor consists of two rolling wheels (12 in. in 

diameter and 2 in. in width), a 2-Hz geophone in the middle of two rolling wheels, and 

one pneumatic air spring on the top. Since this sensor is not a free-standing sensor, two 

soft rubber mats are used to hold and align the sensor as seen in Figure 3.5b. The two-

wheel design was selected to minimize the averaging that is associated with three-wheel 

sensors, especially around joints or transverse cracks.  
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(a) Schematic Front View of the Third-Generation Rolling Sensor 

 

 

 

(b) Photograph of the Third-Generation Rolling Sensor Installed on Independent Towing 

Frame 

Figure 3.5: Third-Generation Rolling Sensor (from Nam, 2010) 
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It was apparent that this sensor performed well at testing speeds up to 3 mph on a 

rigid pavement and up to 5 mph on a flexible pavement (Nam, 2010). However, this 

sensor was being developed when the project to develop the TPAD was started so that it 

has not been yet applied to a real project with the original RDD. Since the third-

generation sensor has two rolling wheels, instability problems sometimes happened. 

Rubber mats that are used to align and hold the sensors are made of a polyurethane with a 

durometer 60 A. This material was selected to minimize the transmission of vibrations 

created in the towing frame to the rolling sensor. However, this polyurethane was 

sometimes not robust enough to hold the sensor resulting in touching of the sensor to the 

loading frame. This sensor is introduced in this study simply for comparison and 

explanation with the previously developed rolling sensors. 

3.4  CHARACTERISTICS OF RDD ROLLING NOISE 

The RDD operating frequency was selected, in part, to be around the mid-range of 

frequencies applied by the Falling Weight Deflectomter (FWD). The FWD applies an 

impulsive force on the pavement by dropping a weight. The typical duration of the FWD 

forcing function is about 30 ms, so the predominant frequency is around 30 Hz. The RDD 

is designed to apply a static hold-down force and a single-frequency (operating frequency 

(fo)) sinusoidal dynamic force on the pavement. This single frequency is 30 Hz. The RDD 

single-frequency dynamic force, permits signals at frequencies outside the RDD 

operating frequency to be regarded as noise. This fact makes the RDD deflection 

measurements very robust because the noise can be significantly filtered out using a data 

processing technique such as a band-pass (notch-pass) filter. In this study, the RDD 

signal is defined as the signal corresponding to the RDD operating frequency (fo) and 

noise is defined as signals at any frequencies outside RDD operating frequency (fo). 
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After the raw RDD measurements are performed, a notch-pass digital filter is used 

on the collected data during processing to establish the RDD continuous deflection 

profile. This data processing is possible because RDD testing involves a precise, 

operating frequency and only deflections at this operating frequency are desired in the 

data analysis. Even though the current data processing effectively attenuates noise in the 

RDD measurements, it is always good practice to reduce the level of noise as much as 

possible. In case of 60-Hz electrical power noise, this noise can be filtered out easily. On 

the other hand, since energy in the rolling noise ranges over a wide frequency band, the 

accuracy of the RDD, 30-Hz deflections would be adversely affected when significant 

noise is concentrated near the RDD operating frequency. In this case, digital filters cannot 

separate theses different components of the 30-Hz signal. Therefore, it is important to 

understand noise sources and minimize the noise at 30 Hz. The sources of 30-Hz that 

might be measured during RDD testing are: 

1. rolling noise from the contacts between the sensor wheels and pavement texture, 

2. noise from the bushing connecting the axle of the sensor wheels to the cart body, 

3. harmonic distortion from the RDD loading system, 

4. noise from surrounding traffic or/and nearby construction activities, and 

5. vibrations from RDD truck engine. 

During RDD testing, the rolling sensors record the pavement deflections induced 

by RDD loading system as well as noise. Three typical rolling sensor signals in the time-

domain (2-sec window) using the first-generations rolling sensor developed by Dr. James 

Bay are shown in Figure 3.6. Three different RDD signals are shown in the figure: (a) 

RDD signals with no rolling noise; that is, RDD signals collected when the RDD was 

stationary, (b) RDD signals with a low level of rolling noise, and (c) RDD signals with 

high level of rolling noise. These three conditions are easier to compare and the level of 
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noise is easier identify in the frequency domain. These comparisons are performed using 

the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the FFT spectra of each condition are shown in 

Figure 3.7. Each comparison is shown in arithmetic and decibel (dB) scale. The decibel in 

the measurements of field amplitude is defined as: 

 

LdB = 20 log10 (
0

1

A

A
)                                              (3.1) 

where A1 = measured amplitude and  

A0 = reference amplitude. 

 

The dB scale is used to more easily see the SNR in RDD raw data and the SNR of each 

condition is also presented in Figure 3.7. In RDD measurements, the SNR is defined as: 

 

SNR = 20 log10 (
Hz

HzRDD

V

V

4020

30,



)                                        (3.2) 

where VRDD, 30 Hz = Voltage measured at RDD operating frequency (30 Hz) and  

V20-40 Hz = Voltage measured between 20 and 40 Hz. 

 

The characteristic of the SNRs associated with the rolling noise are determined by 

following factors: (1) testing speed, (2) pavement surface roughness (pavement texture 

and (3) deflection level. These factors are not an independent and can influence each 

others. The relationship between each factor is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The three 

diagrams shown in the figure are simplified observations based on previous RDD raw 

data (Lee, 2006). 
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(a) Rolling Sensor Signal when the RDD was at Stationary 

 

 

(b) Rolling Sensor Signal when the Rolling Noise is Low 

 

 

(c) Rolling Sensor Signal when the Rolling Noise is High 

Figure 3.6: Time-Domain Records of Three Different RDD Raw Signals Collected with 

the First-Generation Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1) at 1 mph. 
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(a)
  

S N R  ≃ 4 5  d b

( b )
 

FFT Spectrum of Figure 3.6a in (a) Arithmetic Scale and (b) dB Scale 

 

(c)
  

S N R  ≃ 3 0  d b

( d )
 

FFT Spectrum of Figure 3.6b in (c) Arithmetic Scale and (d) dB Scale 

 

(e)
  

S N R  ≃ 2 0  d b

(f)
 

FFT Spectrum of Figure 3.6c in (e) Arithmetic Scale and (f) dB Scale 

Figure 3.7: FFT Spectra of the Three Different RDD Raw Signals Shown in Figure 3.6 
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Figure 3.8: Factors Influencing Rolling Noise Characteristics and Their Relationships 

(from Lee, 2006) 
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3.5  DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTIC OF ROLLING NOISE 

Rolling noise can be regarded as a random process which is controlled by several 

factors. These factors which affect rolling noise are testing speed, wheel diameter, the 

wheel bearing, and pavement roughness. Among the factors, testing-speed, wheel 

diameter, and wheel bearings are factors which should be taken into account when the 

rolling sensor performance is evaluated. As discussed earlier, rolling noise increases with 

increasing testing speed. The effect of speed on the rolling noise using the second-

generation rolling sensor was shown in Figure 3.9 in three FFT spectra. The testing was 

performed at 1, 2, and 3 mph with no dynamic loading. One purpose of this research is to 

develop a speed-improved rolling sensor that can be used in the TPAD at faster testing 

speed. To achieve this purpose, the new-rolling sensor should be able to attenuate rolling 

noise near the RDD operating frequency. This desirable characteristic is used to evaluate 

the performance of the rolling sensors developed for TPAD application. 
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(a) FFT Spectra – 1 mph 

  

(b) FFT Spectra – 2 mph 

 

  

(c) FFT Spectra – 3 mph 

 

Figure 3.9: FFT Spectra of Rolling Noise at Testing Speeds of 1, 2 and 3 mph Collected 

Using the Second-Generation Rolling Sensor (with No Dynamic Loading) 
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3.6  SUMMARY 

The RDD was developed in 1990s by researchers at UT. The first-generation 

rolling sensors developed for RDD deflection measurement application has been 

successfully used more than twenty years in project-level studies. The robustness of the 

rolling sensor is no need of a reference frame because 2-Hz geophone used in the rolling 

sensor uses gravity (inertia) as the reference. However, since the rolling sensor is a 

contacting the pavement during RDD testing, rolling noise always exists in RDD signal. 

Most noises are readily filtered out during data processing; it is still desirable to have low 

rolling noise, especially near RDD operating frequency, 30 Hz. In addition, the first-

generation rolling sensor lost the contact with the pavement at higher testing speeds. 

Therefore, testing speed using the first-generation rolling sensor has been limited to 1 

mph. 

Since the development of the first-generation rolling sensor, the second-

generation rolling sensor was developed in an effort to increase testing speed more than 3 

mph. The two improvements made were: (1) incorporation of larger diameter rolling 

wheels and (2) usage of the air-spring for hold-down force. These improvements was 

somewhat succeeded but some technical limitations were found during field testing. 

Various noise sources can be found during RDD deflection measurements. 

Among these sources, most noise sources such as 60-Hz electrical power noise, noise 

from passing traffic and nearby construction activities, and noise from the RDD truck 

engine can be readily filtered during data processing of the raw signals from the RDD 

rolling sensors. However, the rolling noise mainly caused by the contacting between the 

rolling-sensor wheels and pavement always exists in the RDD deflection measurements 

due to nature of contacting sensors. Therefore, it is important to understand the 

characteristics of rolling noise and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It is easier to see the 
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SNR of RDD raw data in decibel (dB) scale than the signals in time-domain. Therefore, 

the definition of the SNR by decibel (dB) scale in RDD deflection measurements is 

presented. Real RDD raw data collected in three different conditions associated with SNR 

are also discussed. The background information presented in this chapter, especially 

rolling noise in RDD raw data and SNR, is used in evaluation of the new rolling sensor 

performance for the TPAD. 
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Chapter 4:  TPAD Mobile Platform 

4.1  INTRODUCTION 

To develop the new moving pavement testing device, one of the key components 

was the mobile platform on which all pavement measurement methods would be housed 

and moved along the pavement at carefully controlled speeds during testing. Industrial 

Vehicle International, Inc. (IVI) was selected as a sole source of the developer of the 

moving platform because IVI is an established manufacturer in the geophysical 

exploration industry as a developer of unique small vibroseises. In addition, one of the 

main testing functions of the TPAD is RDD deflection measurements and the original 

RDD was successfully modified by Bay and Stokoe (Bay and Stokoe, 1998) from a larger 

vibroseis in the past. Therefore, the mobile platform of the TPAD was adapted from a 

small, off-road vibroseies, known as a “mini-vib”, and was built by IVI. When 

construction of the TPAD mobile platform was completed, performance evaluations of 

the mobile platform and pavement loading mechanism were performed. Acceptance 

testing of each of the following components was performed: (1) automated speed control, 

(2) static loading system and (3) dynamic loading system. In this chapter, an overview of 

TPAD mobile platform and results of the acceptance testing are presented. 

4.2  OVERVIEW OF TPAD MOBILE PLATFORM 

The TPAD mobile platform is shown in Figure 4.1a. A cross-sectional view of 

RDD loading system on the TPAD mobile platform is shown in Figure 4.1b. Basically, 

the loading system of the mobile platform is same as the mechanism of the original RDD 

(electro-hydraulic mechanism). The main difference between the original RDD and the 

new TPAD is that the original RDD has two separate engines, one to move the machine 

along the pavement and another engine to power the hydraulic system, while the TPAD 
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Cross-Sectional View of Pavement 

Loading System Shown in Fig 4.1b

Loading Roller

 

(a) TPAD Mobile Platform with RDD Loading System 
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(b) Cross-Sectional View of the RDD Loading System 

Figure 4.1: TPAD Mobile Platform with the RDD Loading System Highlighted (from 

Stokoe et al., 2013). 
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has one engine which can be used to generate static and dynamic forces as well as to 

move the mobile platform. The total weight of the mobile platform is about 18 kips and 

the dimensions are: 20 ft in length, 7.5 ft in width, and 7.8 ft in height. The TPAD has 

been modified to have an automated, precise speed-control system with a range of 0.5 to 

10 mph. The automated speed control frees the driver from the burden of trying to 

manually keep the speed constant during testing. 

The RDD loading system on the TPAD (Figure 4.1b) is capable of generating 

static forces of 3.4 to 14 kips and dynamic sinusoidal forces with a peak-to-peak 

amplitude of 2 to 24 kips over a frequency range of about 7 to 200 Hz. The static hold-

down force and dynamic sinusoidal force are applied to the pavement through two 

loading rollers (see Figure 4.1b). The loading rollers are 1.5 ft in diameter and 1.2 ft in 

width. Each loading roller is made of 92 A durometer polyurethane material which 

represents a hardness similar to a golf ball cover. 

The vehicle cab has a size of 142 cubic feet and a heating/air-conditioning system 

to prevent temperature damage to the software and hardware system for data recording, 

TPAD operations and data analysis and the comfort of the testing personnel. This cab size 

is enough to accommodate the driver, operator of the data collection activities and all 

hardware systems. A 2,000-watt pure sine wave inverter is on-board to generate all 

electrical power required by the electrical systems. 

4.3  ACCEPTANCE TESTING OF THE TPAD MOBILE PLATFORM 

After construction of the TPAD mobile platform was completed, the acceptance 

testing of the automated speed control system and the hydraulic loading system was 

performed to verify that theses systems of TPAD mobile platform were performing 

within the allowable ranges. The allowable range of each system is specified in “the 
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specifications for the RDD Vehicle Portion of the TPAD” in the Second Year Progress 

Report of the TPAD construction project supported by TxDOT (Stokoe et al., 2011). 

Each specification is discussed below. The results of the acceptance testing of each 

system are also presented. 

4.3.1  TPAD Speed Control System 

In the specifications for the mobile platform, the automated speed control should 

operate over a range of 1 to 10 mph, with the capability of controlling the speed along the 

pavement to within +/- 0.2 mph. Acceptance testing was performed on a Jointed Concrete 

Pavement (JCP) at the TxDOT Flight Services Facility (FSF). A photograph during 

testing is shown in Figure 4.2. Marker cones were placed along the pavement at 100-ft 

intervals, and the time when the TPAD passed each cone was measured so that the 

average speed could be calculated every 100 ft. The speed was calculated every 100 ft at 

speed settings ranging from 1 to 5 mph.  

Results of the speed-control tests are presented in Figure 4.3. Comparison 

between the speed settings and the average calculated speed are presented in Figure 4.4. 

As shown in the figures, the speed control system of the TPAD mobile platform is within 

the required accuracy, with differences between the speed settings and calculated speeds 

within the specification of +/- 0.2 mph. 
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Figure 4.2: TPAD Moving Past the Marker Cones during Acceptance Testing of the 

Automated, Speed-Control System of the TPAD Mobile Platform. 
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Figure 4.3: Speed Calculated Every 100 ft along a 500-ft Distance at the TxDOT FSF 

with Speed Settings Ranging from 1 to 5 mph. 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between Speed Settings and Average Calculated Speed at the 

TxDOT FSF 

4.3.2  TPAD Static Load Control System 

Acceptance testing of the RDD static load control system on the TPAD was 

performed in the middle of an 8-in. thick, JCP slab at the TxDOT FSF. A calibrated truck 

scale was located along each side of the mobile platform, and each loading roller was 

positioned directly over one of the scales. After the static load levels were set in the 

TPAD computer, the readings on the truck scales were recorded after the readings 

stabilized. This set-up with the TPAD loading rollers sitting on the scales is shown in 

Figure 4.5. Testing was performed with static loads level ranging from 4,000 lb to 12,000 

lb in an increment of 1,000 lb. The results (comparison between scale readings and 

setting static loads) are shown in Figure 4.6. In the specification for the TPAD Static 

Load Control System, the difference should be within 300 lb. The largest differences are 

420 lbs at load setting of 10000 lb. However, the average of the absolute values of the 
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differences between static load settings and the truck scale readings is 238 lbs and the 

static load control is considered to be within the specification. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: RDD Loading Rollers of the TPAD Sitting on the Truck Scales during 

Acceptance Testing of the Static-Load Control System. 

 

Figure 4.5: Comparison between Static-Load Settings and Truck Scale Readings 
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4.3.3  TPAD Dynamic Load Control System 

Acceptance testing of the RDD dynamic load control system on the TPAD could 

only be done with measurements of the applied dynamic load during normal TPAD 

deflection measurements. TPAD testing was performed at the TxDOT FSF, and the 

applied dynamic loading was recorded along the testing path. The peak-to-peak dynamic 

load setting of 8 kips was used and measured dynamic loading levels are compared in 

Figure 4.6. The dynamic loading was measured with accelerometers attached on the 

TPAD loading mass and loading roller frame. As seen in the figure, the mean measured 

dynamic load is 8.03 kips, which is in good agreement with the dynamic load setting of 

8.0 kips. 
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Figure 4.6: Peak-to-Peak Dynamic Load Level along the Testing Path at the TxDOT 

FSF 
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4.4  SUMMARY 

The TPAD mobile platform was constructed by modifying a small off-road 

vibroseis which is mainly used in geophysical exploration industry. The small off-road 

vibroseis is built by Industrial Vehicle International, Inc. (IVI) and is called a “mini-vib”. 

The modification of this vibroseis was suitable because the original RDD was also 

modified from the vibroseis. However, the original RDD was modified from a large 

vibroseis which is used in geophysical industry but has been successfully applied to 

pavement testing. In addition, IVI is an established manufacturer in the geophysical 

exploration industry and is a developer of unique small vibroseises. Therefore, the 

modifications were readily achieved. Acceptance testing of the TPAD mobile platform 

was performed to evaluate if the performance of mobile platform is within the 

specifications developed previously (Stokoe et al., 2011). The functions that were tested 

were the automated speed control and both the static and dynamic RDD loading controls. 

All control systems (speed control and static and dynamic loading controls) performed 

well, Results of the measurement of each system were within the specifications as 

presented in this chapter. 
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Chapter 5:  Development of RDD Portion of the TPAD: Part I – 

Fourth-Generation Rolling Sensor 

5.1  INTRODUCTION 

As described earlier, the TPAD is a multi-function and pavement testing device 

that is used to continuously assess pavement structural conditions at speeds in the 2- to 3-

mph range. The multiple testing functions of the TPAD are: (1) Rolling Dynamic 

Deflectometer (RDD), (2) Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), (3) Distance Measurements 

(DMI), (4) high-precision differential GPS, (5) pavement surface temperature and (6) 

digital video imaging of pavement right-of-way conditions. The TPAD was developed by 

a joint effort between the Center for Transportation Research (CTR) at the University of 

Texas (UT) and the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) at Texas A&M 

University. Among the multi-functions of the TPAD, the RDD deflection measurements 

are the most critical function and the function that determines the testing speed of the 

TPAD. Since the CTR team was responsible for developing all aspects dealing with the 

RDD portion of the TPAD, this study focuses mainly focused on the developmental work 

for the RDD deflection measurements. 

The testing speed with the first-generation rolling sensor which was developed by 

Bay in 1998 (Bay and Stokoe, 1998) is 1 mph or less. Although the second-generation 

rolling sensor was developed by Lee (Lee, 2006) and made speed improvements to some 

extent, instability problems in the sensors occurred during field testing at 3 mph because 

it used only the air spring on top of the sensor to align the sensor. As a result, use of the 

previously developed rolling sensors is still in the research stage because of the manual 

labor that is required to position the rolling sensors. The design of the third-generation 

rolling sensor developed by Nam (Nam, 2010) was not considered in this developmental 

work (the rolling sensor with two wheels) because it was not completely developed when 
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the new rolling sensor for the TPAD started to be developed. In this chapter, parameters 

considered for the new TPAD rolling sensor (referred to as the fourth-generation rolling 

sensor herein) and preliminary testing using the second-generation rolling sensor and the 

fourth-generation rolling sensor. 

5.2  PARAMETERS CONSIDERED FOR NEW ROLLING SENSOR 

RDD testing requires the measurement of the pavement deflections induced by the 

dynamic sinusoidal loading applied by the two loading rollers. However, RDD measured 

signals include noises due to the inherent nature of the contact-sensors as well as the 

testing environment (surrounding traffic noise). Among several sources of the noise, most 

noise can be filtered out by applying a digital notch-pass filter to the measured RDD 

signals, except for rolling noise that exists at or near the RDD operating frequency (fo). 

This noise is mainly due to the pavement roughness (pavement texture) and the wheels of 

the rolling sensors contacting the rough pavement. In addition, the rolling noise generally 

increases quite significantly as the testing speed increases. Therefore, the factors affecting 

the performance of the rolling sensors (mainly on the rolling noise generations) need to 

be discussed to develop the fourth-generation rolling sensor which generate less rolling 

noise and high deflections induced by the applied dynamic loads resulting in high SNRs. 

5.2.1  Cart-Wheel Diameter 

Dr. James Bay performed simulations to investigate the effect of the wheel 

diameter on the frequency content of the rolling noise (Bay, 1997). The vertical 

displacement spectra calculated using a range of diameter wheels rolling on a synthetic 

pavement surface at 1 mph are shown in Figure 5.1. Since no dynamic loading is applied, 

these vertical displacements are purely due to rolling noise. Therefore, it can be 

considered to represent rolling-noise spectra. Rolling wheels of the sensor carts with 
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different diameters generate different noise spectra. These spectra indicate that rolling 

noise at high frequencies significantly decrease as the wheel diameter increases. It can be 

seen that as the rolling wheel diameter increases, the level of the rolling noise around the 

RDD operating frequency (from 20 to 40 Hz) decreases. Larger diameter wheels are less 

sensitive to pavement roughness. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Vertical Displacement Spectra for Wheels with Different Diameters Rolling 

over a Synthesized Pavement Surface (from Bay and Stokoe, 1998). 

5.2.2  Hold-Down Force for Sensor Contact at Higher Testing Speed 

Dr. Bay performed theoretical studies about the impact of vertical acceleration 

associated with the wheel radius and rolling speed when the wheel rolls over a high point 

(Bay and Stokoe, 1998). When a wheel passes over a distinct high point, such as a piece 

of gravel on the road, the circular arc paths in which the wheel travels closely 

approximate parabolic arcs. A body travels in a parabolic arc only when it is subjected to 

a constant acceleration. A wheel rolling over a high point is shown in Figure 5.2. If the 
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height of the high point, h, is much smaller than the wheel radius, r, the vertical 

acceleration of the wheel can be calculated using the following equation: 

 

2

2

dt

yd
= 

r

1
 V2                                                        (5.1) 

where 
2

2

dt

yd
 = vertical acceleration, 

       r = wheel radius, and 

       V = rolling velocity. 

 

It was found that the vertical acceleration of the wheel is not affected by the pavement 

roughness. The factors affecting the vertical acceleration of the wheel are the radius of 

the wheel and the rolling velocity. It can also be seen that if the vertical acceleration is 

constant, higher testing speeds (rolling velocity) can be used with larger diameter wheels 

without loosing the contact between the wheel and the pavement.  

One requirement of a rolling sensor is that the wheels of the sensor cart keep in 

contact with the pavement at all times while RDD testing is performed. However,, since a 

rolling sensor is a contact-type sensor, it tends to lose contact (bounce) with the pavement 

while rolling at high testing speeds (Bay and Stokoe, 1998). If the rolling sensors are 

bouncing, the sensor wheels lose the contact with the pavement surface; hence, result in 

incorrect sensing of the pavement movement and generally result in lower apparent 

deflections.  
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Figure 5.2: Wheel Rolling over a High Point with a Circular Arc Path (from Bay and 

Stokoe, 1998). 

The first-generation rolling sensor has no additional system for applying a sensor 

hold-down force except for its own weight. If the only force holding the sensor to the 

ground is gravity, then the upward acceleration exceeding the acceleration of gravity (1 g 

= 32.174 ft/s2) caused the sensors to decouple as explained by:  

 

F = Wsensor = mg = ma                                           (5.2a) 

amax = g                                                       (5.2b) 

where, Wsensor = weight of the rolling sensor, 

m = mass of the rolling sensor, 

g = acceleration of gravity (32.174 ft/s2), 

a = upward vertical acceleration of the rolling sensor, and 

amax = allowable maximum upward sensor acceleration to maintain sensor 

coupling. 
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Therefore, it is very important that the RDD is operated in such a way that the first-

generation rolling sensor never experiences an upward acceleration of 1 g. 

On the other hand, if additional hold-down force is applied to the rolling sensor, 

then the allowable maximum upward acceleration with which the rolling sensor remains 

in contact with the pavement surface is increased as shown by:  

 

F = Wsensor + Fhd = mg + Fhd = ma                                  (5.3a) 

 

amax = g + 
m

Fhd                                                 (5.3b) 

where, Wsensor = weight of the rolling sensor, 

Fhd = hold-down force, 

m = mass of the rolling sensor, 

g = acceleration of gravity (32.174 ft/s2), 

a = upward vertical acceleration of the rolling sensor 

amax = allowable maximum upward sensor acceleration to maintain sensor 

coupling. 

 

With the hold-down force (weight), the sensor will remain in contact with the pavement 

at higher upward accelerations; hence, higher testing speeds. 

Additional hold-down force allows higher upward vertical accelerations (amax) at 

which the sensor remains in contact with the pavement. When combining Equations 5.1 

and 5.3, the equation becomes: 

. 
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Vmax
 = max* ar  = )(*

m

F
gr hd                                (5.4) 

where, Vmax = maximum rolling velocity at which sensor maintain the contact with the 

pavement, 

amax = allowable maximum upward sensor acceleration to maintain sensor 

coupling, 

Fhd = hold-down force, 

m = mass of the rolling sensor, 

g = acceleration of gravity (32.174 ft/s2), and 

r = wheel radius. 

 

As seen in Equation 5.4, increasing amax allows an increase of the maximum speed that 

the sensor can be used. Therefore, the hold-down force and larger wheel diameter are the 

main factors for increasing testing speeds with the rolling-cart design. There are, 

however, two other factors which contribute to the performance of the rolling sensor as 

discussed below. 

5.2.3  Stiffness and Thickness of Wheel Tread 

When a rolling sensor wheel rolls over the pavement, a rigid wheel, like a steel 

wheel, tends to generate high levels of high-frequency noise. On the other hand, a 

compliant (soft) wheel, because of a polyurethane (urethane) tread, will generate lower 

rolling noise and will be less sensitive to the pavement irregularities such as joints, 

cracks, and roughness. Additionally, the compliant wheel decreases the tendency to lose 

contact with the pavement at higher testing speeds. Therefore, the compliant wheel tread 

needs to also be used for the rolling sensor. However, the durability of the sensor tread 

and the change in the natural frequency and calibration constant of the sensor also need to 
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be considered. More compliant (softer) wheel treads will lower the natural frequency of 

the sensor because a more compliant tread has a lower spring constant (k). If the resonant 

frequency is close to the RDD operating frequency, it will adversely affect on the 

pavement deflection measurements. It is desirable to have the natural frequency of the 

sensor away from the RDD operating frequency. 

The treads of first- and second-generation rolling sensors were made of 

polyurethane with 60 durometer on the A scale (60A durometer) and a 50 durometer on 

the D scale (50D durometer), respectively. The thickness and width of the wheel tread of 

both the first- and the second-generation rolling sensors are 0.25-in. thick and 1-in. wide, 

respectively. For the second-generation rolling sensor, increased durability needed for the 

additional hold-down force of 5 psi and the higher testing speed were considered. Thus, a 

wheel tread of 50D durometer was chosen for the second-generation rolling sensor. A 

chart of the hardness of the polyurethane is shown in Figure 5.3a and the physical 

properties of polyurethane are shown in Figure 5.3b, respectively. 
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(a) Hardness Chart of Polyurethane 
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(b) Physical Properties of Polyurethane 

Figure 5.3: Information of Polyurethane Hardness and Physical Properties (from PSI 

Urethane Inc., 2009). 

The effects of the wheel tread hardness on: (1) the RDD deflection signals and (2) 

the rolling noise using the third-generation rolling sensor were investigated. A 

photograph and schematic of the third-generation rolling sensor are shown in Figure 3.5. 

To investigate the effect of the wheel tread hardness on the RDD deflection signals, three 

sets of the rolling sensors were fabricated by casting urethane treads of different 

durometers (70A, 80A, and 60D) on cart wheels with the same size. The three rolling 

sensors were positioned next to the loading roller of the original RDD. A photograph 

showing this test setup with the rolling sensor with a 60D durometer wheel tread is 
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presented in Figure 5.4a. When the rolling sensors with 70A and 80A durometer were 

tested, each rolling sensor moved to the next to the left loading rollers. The original RDD 

was used in a stationary position and applied a peak-to-peak dynamic load of 3 kips at the 

operating frequency of 30 Hz. Each rolling sensor was located at the same distance (2.5 

ft) from the left loading roller during applying the same level of loading as shown in 

Figure 5.4b. The FFT spectra of signals collected with each sensor cart are presented on 

an arithmetic scale in Figure 5.5. Since this testing did not involve the rolling, no noise is 

shown in the figures. As seen in Figure 5.5, the deflection level increases as the wheel 

hardness decreases. 

 

     

                (a)                                   (b) 

Figure 5.4: Photographs Showing Test-Setup for Investigating the Effect of Wheel 

Tread Hardness to the Deflection Level in the Pavement Created by the 

Original RDD: (a) Testing Setup with Sensor Cart with a 60D Durometer 

Wheel Tread in Position to be Tested and (b) Distance from the Left 

Loading Roller to the Rolling Sensor (from Nam, 2010) (Note: All Testing 

was Performed with the Original RDD and Sensor Cart in Stationary 

Positions.). 
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(a) Deflection with 70A Durometer Wheel Tread (Softest Tread) 

 

 

(b) Deflection with 80A Durometer Wheel Tread (Medium Hardness Tread) 

 

 

(c) Deflection with 60 D Durometer Wheel Tread (Hardest Tread) 

Figure 5.5: FFT Spectra of RDD Deflections Associated with the Same Rolling Sensors 

but with Three Different Wheel Tread Hardnesses (from Nam, 2010). 
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To investigate the effect of the wheel tread hardness on the rolling noise, the 

rolling sensors with 70A and 80A durometer treads were installed into the original RDD 

and rolling noise was measured by testing at speeds of 1, 3 and 5 mph. The testing site 

was an asphalt road at the Pickle Research Campus (PRC). Since the previous study by 

Dr. Bay had show that a compliant wheel results in a low level of rolling noise (Bay, 

1997), the rolling sensor with a 60D durometer wheel tread was not considered for this 

study. For the rolling noise measurement, the RDD truck moved along the pavement 

without applying any dynamic loading. Because there was no dynamic loading, the 

measured signal is regarded as representing only rolling noise. The RDD moved at speeds 

of 1, 3, and 5 mph. The resulting FFT spectra are shown in Figure 5.6 on an arithmetic 

scale. It can be observed that rolling noise with the softer tread (70A durometer) 

generated lower rolling noise at all rolling speeds. In terms of deflection levels and 

rolling noise, it was concluded that a softer wheel tread will perform better for the new 

rolling sensor and 50 A durometer tread was selected for use on the fourth-generation 

rolling sensor. 

Three wheels were fabricated with the 0.25-in. thick wheel tread of 50A 

durometer and then installed on the second-generation rolling sensor. In addition, the 

effect of the thickness of the wheel tread was also evaluated. The same 50A durometer, 

0.25-in. thick urethane sheets could be placed under the three wheels to vary the 

thickness of the wheel tread. The tread thicknesses evaluated in this manner were 0.25 in. 

(no additional urethane sheet), 0.5 in. (one additional urethane sheet), and 0.75 in. (two 

additional urethane sheets). The dynamic response of the sensor was investigated by 

performing a field sensor calibration. The field calibration of the rolling sensor is simple 

and can be performed with ease in the field. The configuration of the field calibration  
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(a) Rolling Speed = 1 mph 

 

   
(b) Rolling Speed = 3 mph 

 

   
(c) Rolling Speed = 5 mph 

Figure 5.6: FFT Spectra of Rolling Noise with Three Different Wheel Tread Hardness 

at Three Different Rolling Speeds (from Stokoe et al., 2011). 

70A 

70A 

70A 80A 

80A 

80A 
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setup is shown in Figure 5.7. A small metal plate was glued on the pavement surface right 

under the 2-Hz geophone in the rolling sensor using “fast-set” epoxy. When the curing 

time of the epoxy was completed and the metal plate was fixed to the pavement, a high-

precision accelerometer (Wilcoxon 736T) was screwed to this plate. This accelerometer 

is used to measure the motion on the pavement surface. The field calibration is performed 

as follows: 

1. Setup rolling sensor array in the usual manner. 

2. Glue the metal plate on the pavement directly under the 2-Hz geophone in the 

rolling sensor using “fast-set” epoxy. 

2. Wait until the epoxy is cured by which the metal plate is fixed on the pavement. 

3. Screw the reference transducer (Wilcoxon 736T) on the metal plate. 

4. Perform sine sweeps over a range of frequencies (typically from 20 to 70 Hz) with 

the original RDD truck in a stationary mode. 

5. Record the time histories from the rolling sensor and the reference transducer. 

 

The results of the field calibrations are shown in Figure 5.8. For comparison 

purposes, the results of the field calibration with a second-generation rolling sensor with 

wheel treads of 50D durometer are also shown in the figure. In Figure 5.8, “50A” and 

“50D” mean the wheel treads with a durometer 50A and 50D urethanes, respectively 

(Note that 50A is much softer than 50D as shown in Figure 5.3). During this calibration 

process, the same hold-down pressure of 4 psi was used. The variation of this hold-down 

pressure occurred during testing of the 0.75-in. thick tread and resulted in somewhat 

lowered dynamic responses of the sensor in the frequency range of 35 to 40 Hz as noted 

in Figure 5.8c. It is observed in Figure 5.8 that a thicker wheel tread results in a softer 

sensor system and causes its natural frequency to be lowered and its dynamic responses 
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(dynamic deflections) at the typical RDD operating frequency, 30 Hz, to be higher. The 

natural frequency with 0.75-in. thick 50A durometer tread is around 50 Hz, still 

substantially away from the RDD operating frequency. In terms of the signal-to-noise 

ratio, a compliant system (softer durometer and thicker urethane tread) is beneficial 

because a compliant system has lower rolling noise and higher deflection levels. 

Therefore, 50A durometer and 0.75-in. thick wheel tread were determined to be used on 

the fourth-generation rolling sensors. 

 

 

Rolling Sensor Reference Transducer

(Wilcoxon 736T)

Loading Roller of 

Original RDD

 

Figure 5.7: Configuration of the Field Calibrations of the Rolling Sensors with the 

Original RDD Operating in a Stationary Mode. 
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(a) 0.25-in. Tread Thickness (No Additional Urethane Sheet) 
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(b) 0.5-in. Tread Thickness (One Additional Urethane Sheet) 
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(c) 0.75-in. Tread Thickness (Two Additional Urethane Sheets) 

 

Figure 5.8: Dynamic Responses (Field Calibration Curves) of a Second-Generation 

Rolling Sensor with Different Wheel-Tread Stiffnesses (50A and 50D) and 

Thicknesses: (a) 0.25-in. Thick Tread, (b) 0.5-in. Thick Tread, and (c) 0.75-

in. Thick Tread. 
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5.2.5  Other Improvements for the New Rolling Sensor 

In the process of developing the fourth-generation rolling sensor, other 

improvements were made while working with personnel at the Center for 

Electomechanics (CEM). Some of these improvements were included in the fourth-

generation rolling sensor design. They are: 

1. incorporating better bearings to reduce rolling noise in the axles and to provide 

better tracking, 

2. using a wider wheel to increase the wheel contact areas, and 

3. making the tread contact area on each side of the cart equal for better tracking. 

These developments are discussed no further in this dissertation since their inclusion was 

primarily the idea of Richard Hayes and Damon Weeks and straightforward once the 

suggestions were made. 

5.3  PRELIMINARY TESTING USING THE ORIGINAL RDD AND THE IMPROVED TPAD 

ROLLING SENSOR ON A TESTBED DEVELOPED AT TXDOF FSF 

5.3.1  Testbed at TxDOT FSF 

At beginning of this research, a testbed was developed at the TxDOT FSF at 

Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (ABIA). The purpose of the testbed was to 

establish a pavement facility with known and well-documented conditions that could be 

used in future research projects dealing with rigid pavement testing. This facility is ideal 

for use in the TPAD evaluation studies. The pavement at the TxDOT FSF is a Jointed 

Concrete Pavement (JCP). The layout of the TxDOT FSF is shown in Figure 5.9. The 

testing path shown in the figure was chosen because this testing path transverses three 

different slab thicknesses and three different joint types. As shown in Figure 5.9, the 

testing path consists of the following: (1) a 190-ft long section with 16-in. thick slabs and 

(2) a 440-ft long remaining section with 8- and 10-in. thick slabs. The plan dimensions of 
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16-in. thick slabs are 25-ft in length and 25-ft in width while the plan dimensions of the 

8- and 10-in. thick slabs are 12.5-ft in length by 12.5-ft in width. According to the as-

built drawings, the joints along the testing path include three types: (1) an expansion 

joint, (2) a construction joint with several rebar across the joint and (3) a contraction joint 

with aggregate interlocking. Joint types are summarized in Table 5.1. Joints are numbered 

by an east-west testing path and shown in Figure 5.9. All joints in the 16-in. thick slabs 

(from Joints No. 1 to No. 7) are “Type A”, construction joint with drilling and epoxying 

bars in place. Joint No. 8 in a “Type C1” and Joint No. 33 in a “Type C2” are thickened 

edge expansion joints filled with a resilient fiberboard joint filler. Two, “Type C” joints 

are used in a place where the slab thicknesses are in transition to different thicknesses. 

Joint cross-sections showing cross sections of two adjacent slabs and joint details are 

shown in Figure 5.10. The transition of the concrete slab can be seen in Figures 5.10c and 

5.10d,  
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Figure 5.9: TxDOT Flight Services Facility at Austin-Bergstrom International Airport 

with the Primary Testing Path Shown. 
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Table 5.1: Joint Types along Testing Path in Figure 5.9 at the TxDOT FSF. 

 

 

Joint No. Joint Type Note

1 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

2 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

3 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

4 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

5 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

6 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

7 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

8 Type C1 Thickened Edeg Expansion Joint (Filled with Resilient Fiberboard Joint Filler)

9 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

10 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

11 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

12 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

13 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

14 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

15 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

16 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

17 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

18 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

19 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

20 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

21 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

22 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

23 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

24 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

25 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

26 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

27 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

28 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

29 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

30 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

31 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

32 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

33 Type C2 Thickened Edeg Expansion Joint (Filled with Resilient Fiberboard Joint Filler)

34 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

35 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

36 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

37 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

38 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

39 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

40 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

41 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

42 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

43 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)

44 Type B Contraction Joint (Dummy Joint)

45 Type A Construction Joint (Drill and Epoxy Bars in Place)
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Figure 5.10: Cross-Sectional Views of Different Joint Types at the TxDOT FSF: (a) 

Construction Joint (Type A), (b) Contraction Joint (Type B), (c) Thickened 

Edge Expansion Joint (Type C1) and (d) Another Thickened Edge 

Expansion Joint (Type C2) (Construction Drawings Supplied by Edward 

Oshiski). 

(a) Construction Joint (Type A) 

(b) Contraction Joint (Type B) 

(c) Thickened Edge Joint (Type C1) 

(d) Thickened Edge Joint (Type C2) 
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5.3.2  Measurement of Noise-Level Deflection Profiles 

Noise measurements using the second-generation rolling sensor were performed 

on the testbed at TxDOT FSF. This testing was performed with the original RDD (shown 

in Figure 2.10) and represented preliminary testing to evaluate the parameters used in the 

fourth-generation rolling sensor design. Two sets of the rolling sensors were prepared: (1) 

the original second-generation rolling sensor, called “Original 50D Sensor”, and (2) the 

new rolling sensor with improved wheels, called “New 50A Sensor”. A schematic 

diagram of the new sensor with the 50A tread used in this preliminary testing is shown in 

Figure 5.11. The improvements are as follows: 

(1) a compliant wheel tread (50A durometer), 

(2) thicker wheel tread (0.75 in. thick tread) resulting in slightly larger diameter 

(from 9 to 9.5 in.), 

(3) equal tread contact areas on each side to create equal tread contact areas of the 

sensor cart, 

(4) a wider wheel on one side of the sensor cart to create equal tread contact areas, 

and  

(5) improved axle bearings instead of bushing connections. 
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Figure 5.11: Schematic of the New Rolling Sensors (New 50A Sensor) Used in 

Preliminary Testing. 

The testing speeds were 1, 3, and 5 mph and the original RDD was used to test 

with no dynamic loading applied along the testing path shown in Figure 5.9. Since no 

dynamic loading was applied, the noise-level deflection profile only resulted for rolling 

noise. To calculate the noise-level deflections, the raw data from the rolling sensor were 

passed through the 30-Hz notch-pass digital filter. The 30-Hz notch-pass filter attenuates 

the frequencies other than the 30-Hz RDD operating frequency. The filtered noise signals 

are then plotted along the travel distance. This procedure results in a noise-level 

deflection profile along the testing path. In other words, these noise-level deflections 

represent the noise that are so close in frequency to the RDD operating frequency that the 

notch-pass filter cannot remove them; that is, the noise-level deflection profile using a 

30-Hz notch-pass digital filter represents a 30-Hz noise-level deflection profile that 

would exist within actual profiles measured during TxDOT pavement measurements. 
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The noise-level deflection profiles with “Original 50D” and “New 50A” sensors 

collected at 1, 3, and 5 mph are shown in Figures 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14, respectively. In 

each figure, the mean and standard deviation are also presented. The means and standard 

deviations of rolling noise measured with each sensor at 1, 3, and 5 mph are shown in 

Figure 5.14. Also note that the deflection scale changes significantly from one testing to 

other testing. As illustrated in Figures 5.12 through 5.14, and Figure 5.15, the “New 50A” 

sensor generates significantly lower noise levels at all testing speeds. Several other 

observations can be made from the results. First, the noise-level increases as the testing 

speed increases. Second, higher rolling noise is generated at joints than mid-slab areas at 

the same testing speed. Lastly, the joints with wider openings cause higher levels of 

rolling noise, especially at higher testing speeds. The 16-in. thick slabs have wider joint 

openings than the 8- and 10-in. thick slabs. This trend is apparent with the “New 50A” 

Sensor at testing speeds of 3 and 5 mph. Finally, it seems that the harder wheel tread on 

“Original 50D” sensor generated higher rolling noise at joints even with narrow openings. 
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Figure 5.12: Noise-Level Deflection Profiles Measured at 1 mph Using “Original 50D” 

and “New 50A” Sensors Collected on JCP at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 5.13: Noise-Level Deflection Profiles Measured at 3 mph Using “Original 50D” 

and “New 50A” Sensors Collected on JCP at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 5.14: Noise-Level Deflection Profiles Measured at 5 mph Using “Original 50D” 

and “New 50A” Sensors Collected on JCP at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 5.15: Means and Standard Deviations of Noise-Level Deflection Profiles 

Collected with “Original 50D” and “New 50A” Sensors at 1, 3, and 5 mph. 
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5.4  THE FOURTH-GENERATION ROLLING SENSORS 

The forth-generation rolling sensor was developed to reduce rolling noise, improve 

tracking of pavement deflections, and improve signal fidelity. The improvements 

discussed above are reflected to the fabrication of the rolling wheels and they are 

assembled. At the initial point, two rolling sensors were assembled and installed under 

the TPAD. One sensor was positioned mid-way between the two loading rollers. The 

second rolling sensor was installed about 25-in. ahead of the first sensor. Both sensors 

were designated by relative locations to the loading roller, the center rolling sensor (CS) 

and the front rolling sensor (FS), respectively. The center and front rolling sensor of the 

TPAD before they were installed in the TPAD are shown in Figure 5.16. The white frame 

for assembling the rolling sensors under the TPAD and hold-down mechanism were 

developed by IVI. The hold-down mechanism of the four-generation rolling sensor is 

different from the mechanism used in the second-generation rolling sensor. As discussed 

in Chapter 3, the second-generation rolling sensor has an air-spring on top of the sensor. 

The fourth-generation rolling sensor has a hanging-weight system so that it could 

increase stability as well as reduce required space under the TPAD. A weight of the 

hanging-weight is 40 lb. Two air bladders installed in the white sensor frame are used for 

applying the hold-down force to the sensors. When two air bladders are pressurized, the 

hanging-weight acts as a reaction-mass, and then a 40 lb hold-down force is applied to 

the rolling sensor. Schematic of TPAD rolling sensor is shown in Figure 5.17. According 

to Equation 5.2, the maximum theoretical rolling velocity without loosing contact with 

the pavement is: 
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Vmax
 = max* ar  = )(*
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F
gr hd   
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2

ftlb

lb
ftft   = 7.98 ft/sec  

≃ 5.3 mph. 

It is important to note that this theoretical maximum rolling velocity represents the 

possible maximum velocity without loosing the contact with the pavement. The rolling 

noise which is generated in higher speeds is not taken into account. 

 

   

(a) Center Rolling Sensor (CS)              (b) Front Rolling Sensor (FS) 

Figure 5.16: Photographs of the Fourth-Generation Rolling Sensors before Installation in 

the TPAD. 
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Figure 5.17: Schematic of the Fourth-Generation Rolling Sensor Showing Wheel 

Diameter, Wheel Durometer, Wheel Width, Hidden Location of Geophone 

and Hold-Down Mechanism (Hanging-Mass System). 

 

5.4  SUMMARY 

One of the most critical functions of the new, multi-function, TPAD device is the 

Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (RDD) portion of the measurements. Although, the first-

generation rolling sensor has been used successfully in pavement deflection 

measurements, the 1-mph testing speed limitation does not allow the first-generation to 

be used in the TPAD. The second-generation sensor also showed sensor instability 

problems when used at 3 mph from the mechanical point of view. Several parameters 
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were considered in the development of the new TPAD sensor (the fourth-generation 

rolling sensor) based on previous researches, simple equations and field testing. The 

improvements made are: 

(1) a compliant wheel tread (50A durometer) for lower rolling noise and higher RDD 

deflection levels (higher dynamic response at the RDD operating frequency, 30 

Hz), 

(2) a thicker wheel tread (0.75 in. thick tread) resulting in a slightly large diameter 

(from 9 to 9.5 in.) for higher RDD deflection levels, 

(3) equal tread contact areas on each side of the sensor cart for better tracking of the 

testing path, and 

(4) an improved axle-bearing system to reduce rolling noise in the axles and to 

provide better tracking. 

 

Preliminary testing was performed on the JCP testbed at the TxDOT FSF using 

the old second-generation rolling sensor and the new sensor with wheels that incorporate 

improvements discussed above. It was observed that the sensor with these improvements 

generated lower rolling noise. Findings from this preliminary testing as are: 

(1) rolling noise increases as testing speed increases, 

(2) rolling noise is higher at joints than mid-slab areas, and  

(3) rolling noise is higher at joints with wider openings. This trend is more obvious 

when the sensor with softer and thicker tread is used. 

 

The fourth-generation rolling sensor was developed. The hold-down mechanism 

of the newly-developed sensor was developed by IVI personnel. The hold-down 
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mechanism of the fourth-generation rolling sensor uses a hanging-mass system that 

increases the stability as well as reduces the required space around TPAD loading system.  
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Chapter 6:  Development of RDD Portion of the TPAD: Part II – 

Sensor Positioning and Automated Raising/Lowering System 

6.1  INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 5, parameters that can affect on the performance of the rolling sensors 

were discussed based on the previous research studies. Filed-calibration of the rolling 

sensors (dynamic response of the sensors) and other recommendations for improving 

rolling-sensor performance were also presented. Based on these improvements, 

development of the fourth-generation rolling sensors was presented. Two, fourth-

generation rolling sensors, the center rolling sensor (CS) and the front rolling sensor (FS) 

were assembled and installed in the TPAD as a starting point. At this point, a sensor 

positioning, towing, and automated raising/lowering system developed by IVI personnel 

was used, which is called “IVI sensor positioning system”, herein. The performance 

evaluation was conducted on the JCP testbed at the TxDOT FSF (see Figure 5.9) using 

the TPAD and the CS and FS installed with the IVI sensor positioning system. The CS 

performed well up to testing speeds of 2 mph and showed good agreement at 3 mph. 

However, the FS exhibited the back-and-forth oscillation during testing when the FS 

crossed joints at higher testing speeds.  

With the evaluation results discussed above, a new towing and lifting system to 

position and towing the rolling sensors and to raise/lower the RDD portion of the TPAD 

automatically was developed. With the new towing and lifting system, three rolling 

sensors were installed (the center sensor (CS), the front sensor (FS) and the rear sensor 

(RS)) and larger diameter wheels were used for the front and rear sensors. 

In this chapter, the performance evaluation testing of the CS and FS installed with 

the IVI sensor positioning system on the JCP testbed at the TxDOT FSF is presented. 

Next, the rolling noise measurements with an independent towing frame to optimize the 
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wheel diameter and tread width are presented. Finally, a final TPAD RDD system is 

presented and results from the evaluation of the completed TPAD RDD system are 

discussed. 

6.2  INSTALLATION OF TWO, FOURTH-GENERATION ROLLING SENSORS WITH IVI 

SENSOR POSITIONING SYSTEM 

At the initial point of the testing using the TPAD, two, fourth-generation rolling 

sensors were installed using the positioning system developed by IVI personnel. One 

sensor was positioned mid-way between the two loading rollers. The second rolling 

sensor was installed about 25 in. ahead of the first sensor. Both sensors were designated 

by their locations relative to the loading roller, with the center sensor (CS) and the front 

sensor (FS) 25 in. ahead of the center sensor. Photographs of the CS and FS installed 

under the TPAD are also shown in Figure 6.1.   

6.3  TPAD TESTING USING THE CENTER AND FRONT SENSORS WITH THE IVI SENSOR 

POSITIONING SYSTEM 

6.3.1  Testing with the Center Sensor (CS) 

6.3.1.1 Continuous Deflection Measurements Using the Center Sensor (CS) 

Deflection measurements using the TPAD and the CS with the IVI sensor 

positioning system were performed along the JCP testing path shown in Figure 5.9 at the 

TxDOT FSF to evaluate the performance of the TPAD rolling sensors. Deflection profiles 

were also collected along the same testing path using the second-generation rolling sensor 

and the original RDD. The original RDD deflection measurements are used for the 

comparison purposes. The deflection profiles collected with the original RDD at testing 

speeds of 2 and 3 mph are compared with the same RDD deflection profile collected at 1 

mph in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. The deflection profiles collected at 1 and 2 mph 
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show very similar results on the 8- and 10-in. thick slab section, with the exceptions of 

somewhat higher deflections at 2 mph at some joints. However, the deflections measured 

on the section with the 16-in. thick slabs are more variable because of rolling noise. In 

Figure 6.3, the testing speed of 3 mph caused more noise which resulted in less 

agreement with the 1 mph results than did the found between 1- and 2-mph results in 

Figure 6.2. On some 8-in. thick slabs that exhibited good agreement for the 1- and 2-mph 

results at the joints, the mid-slab motions exhibited the effect of rolling noise in several 

cases. 
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(a) Center and Front Rolling Sensors in the Up-Position during Re-Location on 

the Pavement of the TPAD 

 

 

 

(b) Front Rolling Sensor in the Lowered Position with TPAD on the Tractor-

Trailer System 

Figure 6.1: The Center and Front Rolling Sensors Installed with the IVI Sensor 

Positioning system under the TPAD. 

Front Sensor 

Center Sensor 

Loading 
Rollers 

Front Sensor 
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Figure 6.2: Deflection Profiles Collected with the Original RDD and the Second-

Generation Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1) at 1 and 2 mph at the TxDOT FSF 
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Figure 6.3: Deflection Profiles Collected with the Original RDD and the Second-

Generation Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1) at 1 and 3 mph at the TxDOT FSF 
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Continuous profiling along the testing path shown in Figure 5.9 using the TPAD 

and the CS at testing speeds of 1, 2 and 3 mph are shown in Figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6, 

respectively. The profile at 1 mph is plotted above in Figure 6.4 so that all details in the 

profile are easily seen. In Figures 6.5 and 6.6, the deflection profile at the testing speed of 

1.0 mph is used as the reference because at this testing speed with the new system, 1.0 

mph is slow enough to generate very little rolling noise relative to the measured 

deflections. It was observed that deflection profiles collected at 1 and 2 mph are almost 

identical on the 16-in. thick slabs and the 8- and 10-in. thick slabs, with the exceptions 

deflections at a few joints. At the testing speed of 3 mph, mid-slab deflections on 8- and 

10-in. slabs are generally higher than those at 1 mph and deflections at joints on both 16-

in. thick slabs and 8- and 10-in. thick slabs increase. These higher deflections at joints on 

16-in. thick slabs result from wide openings on this area as discussed in Chapter 5. In 

addition, Joint # 33, a thickened edge expansion joint that shows the highest deflection in 

the deflection profile, also has a wide opening; hence, this joint also created significant 

rolling noise. 
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Figure 6.4: Continuous Deflection Profile at 1.0 mph Using the TPAD and the Center 

Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 6.5: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 1.0 and 2.0 mph Using the TPAD and the 

Center Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 6.6: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 1.0 and 3.0 mph Using the TPAD and the 

Center Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System at the TxDOT FSF. 

 

6.3.1.2 Continuous Rolling-Noise Measurements Using the Center Sensor (CS) with 

the IVI Sensor Positioning System 

Continuous rolling noise measurements were also performed using the CS with 

the moving TPAD but with no dynamic RDD loading. As discussed in Chapter 5, the 

noise level measurements were performed with applying the static force but not vibrating 

(no dynamic loading). Therefore, the rolling sensor recorded only rolling noise which is 

caused by mainly pavement roughness (pavement texture) and discontinuities such as 

cracks or joints. Noise-level deflections at testing speeds of 1, 2 and 3 mph are shown in 

Figures 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9, respectively. In these figures, the approximately 630-ft long 

testing path is divided into two parts. The first part is about 190-ft long, and has 16-in. 

thick slabs. The second section is the remainder of the testing section which is about 440 

ft in length and has 8- and 10-in. thick slabs. Also, note that the noise-level scale changes 
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significantly from the speed of 1 mph testing to another two testing speeds. As shown in 

Figures 6.7 through 6.9, noise-level increases as testing speed increases. In addition, 

wider openings at joints on the 16-in. thick slab section tended to cause the highest noise-

level. However, at 0.5 mph, noise levels at joints on the 16-in. thick slabs are quite low as 

seen in Figure 6.10. As seen in Figure, 6.10, the mean rolling noise and standard 

deviation increase significantly as the testing speed increases from 2 to 3 mph.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Noise-Level Deflection Profile at 1.0 mph Using the Center Sensor with 

the IVI Sensor Positioning System and the TPAD Moving along the 

Testing Path at the TxDOT FSF but with No Dynamic Loading. 
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Figure 6.8: Noise-Level Deflection Profile at 2.0 mph Using the Center Sensor with 

the IVI Sensor Positioning System and the TPAD Moving along the 

Testing Path at the TxDOT FSF but with No Dynamic Loading. 

 

Figure 6.9: Noise-Level Deflection Profile at 3.0 mph Using the Center Sensor with 

the IVI Sensor Positioning System and the TPAD Moving along the 

Testing Path at the TxDOT FSF but with No Dynamic Loading. 
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Figure 6.10: Means and Standard Deviations of Noise-Level Deflection Profiles 

Collected on the 16-in. Thick and 8- and 10-in. Thick Slab Sections Using 

the Center Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System. 

Mean and standard deviation values along the testing path are shown in Figure 

6.11 with the means and standard deviations of “Original 50D” and “New 50A” 

discussed in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.3.2 and Figure 5.15). “Original 50D” means the 

original second-generation rolling sensor and “New 50A” means the second-generation 

rolling sensor with the improved wheels which have softer and thicker wheel treads, 

equal tread contact areas on each side of the cart and improved axle bearing. It was 

observed that the fourth-generation rolling sensor with the IVI sensor positioning system 

generated much less rolling noise than the “Original 50D”, the second-generation rolling 

sensor, as well as generated less rolling noise than the “New 50A”, which has an 

improved wheels and an air-bag on top of the sensor for a hold-down mechanism. It is 
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postulated that the hold-down mechanism used in the fourth-generation rolling sensor 

(hanging-weight system) increased the stability and resulted in the less rolling noise. 
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Figure 6.11: Means and Standard Deviations of Noise-Level Deflection Profiles 

Collected with “Original 50D”, “New 50A” and “the Fourth-Generation 

Rolling Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System”. 

6.3.1.3 Investigation of Signal-to-Noise Ratio of the Center Sensor (CS) with the IVI 

Sensor Positioning System 

The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), which is defined by Equation 3.2, was also 

investigated during testing with the center sensor with the IVI sensor positioning system 

and the TPAD applying the dynamic loading to the pavement. Time and frequency 

domain signals from the CS measured in the mid-slab region of an 8-in. thick slab (Slab 

#16) at testing speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph are shown in Figure 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14, 
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respectively. In addition, time and frequency domain signals from the CS measured at 

one joint (Joint #21) in an 8-in. thick slab at testing speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph are shown 

in Figure 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17, respectively. The time domain signal is over a 1-sec time 

window and the frequency domain signal is a FFT of the 1-sec time domain signal. The 

SNRs are also shown in the figures. The SNR decreases as the testing speed increases. 

However, as illustrated in the figures, the lowest SNR of the CS measured on the mid-

slab is 20 dB at 3 mph. When the SNR is 20 dB, the RDD signal level (signal at RDD 

operating frequency, 30Hz) can be calculated as follows: 

 

SNR = 20 = 20 log10 (
seRollingNoi

HzRDD

V

V 30,
),  hence, 

VRDD, 30Hz = 101 * VRolling Noise = 10 * VRolling Noise. 

 

; thus, the signal is 10 times higher than the rolling noise. From field experiences, the 

signal 10 times higher than rolling noise is desirable for the RDD deflection 

measurements. The SNR at a joint is 20 dB at 2 mph resulting in the signal 10 times 

higher than rolling noise and 15 dB at 3 mph resulting in the signal 6 times higher than 

rolling noise. 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.12: Signals from the Center Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of 8-in. Thick 

Slab (Slab #16) at the TxDOT FSF Collected at 1 mph. 

 

(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.13: Signals from the Center Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System the 

Time and Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of 8-in. Thick Slab 

(Slab #16) at the TxDOT FSF Collected at 2 mph. 

= 30 db SNR = 32 

= 25 db 
SNR = 18 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.14: Signals from the Center Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of 8-in. Thick 

Slab (Slab #16) at the TxDOT FSF Collected at 3 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.15: Signals from the Center Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains at Joint in 8-in. Thick Slab (Joint #21) at 

the TxDOT FSF Collected at 1 mph. 

= 20 db SNR = 10 

= 30 db SNR = 32 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.16: Signals from the Center Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains at Joint in 8-in. Thick Slab (Joint #21) at 

the TxDOT FSF Collected at 2 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.17: Signals from the Center Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains at Joint in 8-in. Thick Slab (Joint #21) at 

the TxDOT FSF Collected at 3 mph. 

= 20 db SNR = 10 

= 15 db SNR = 6 
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6.3.2  Testing with the Front Rolling Sensor (FS) with the IVI Sensor Positioning 

System 

6.3.2.1 Continuous Deflection Measurements Using the Front Sensor (FS) with the IVI 

Sensor Positioning System 

Deflection measurement testing using the TPAD and the front rolling sensor (FS) with 

the IVI sensor positioning system were performed along the JCP testing path at the 

TxDOT FSF to evaluate the performance of the FS. During testing, a physical back-and-

forth oscillation of the sensor cart was found. Deflection profiles collected at 1, 2, and 3 

mph are shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19. Again, the deflection profile at 1 mph is used as 

a reference. The deflection profiles collected at 1 and 2 mph exhibit similar results and 

trends. However, deflections on 16-in. slab section collected at 2 mph showed no-mid 

slab movements because of the rolling noise. In addition, deflections on 8- and 10-in. 

thick collected at 2 mph showed slightly higher deflections. It is hard to distinguish the 

deflections at joints and mid-slab on the 16-in. thick slab section in the deflection profile 

collected at 3 mph. On mid-slab areas on 8- and 10-in. thick slabs, it is distinguishable 

between joint and mid-slab deflections, but still exhibit generally higher deflections at 

joints and on mid-slab areas. It seemed to be concluded that the back-and-forth oscillation 

of the FS affected adversely to the FS deflections.  
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Figure 6.18: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 1.0 and 2.0 mph Using the TPAD and 

Front Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 6.19: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 1.0 and 3.0 mph Using the TPAD and 

Front Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System at the TxDOT FSF. 
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6.3.223 Investigation of Signal-to-Noise Ratio of the Front Sensor (FS) with the IVI 

Sensor Positioning System 

The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the FS with the IVI sensor positioning 

system is investigated at the same mid-slab and the joint locations in 8- and 10-in. thick 

slab section (Slab #16 and Joint #21). Time and frequency domain signals from the FS 

measured in the mid-slab region of Slab #16 at testing speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph are 

shown in Figure 6.20, 6.21, and 6.22, respectively. Time and frequency domain signals 

from the FS measured at Joint #21 in an 8-in. thick slab at testing speeds of 1, 2, and 3 

mph are also shown in Figure 6.23, 6.24, and 6.25, respectively. Again, the time domain 

signal is over a 1-sec time window and the frequency domain signal is an FFT of the 1-

sec time domain signal. The SNR decreases as testing speed increases. The signals at 2 

and 3 mph in the mid-slab area are 7.5 and 3 times higher than the rolling noise, 

respectively. The signals at 2 and 3 mph at the joint are 6 and 3 times higher than the 

rolling noise, respectively. As mentioned in Section 6.3.1, a signal 10 times higher than 

rolling noise is desirable for the RDD deflection measurements. The low SNRs of the 

result from at least two reasons. First, since the FS is located farther distance from the 

loading point, the FS signals are lower than the CS signals. Second, the back-and-forth 

oscillation of the FS caused the rolling noise to increase. It was decided to change the 

IVI-designed sensor positioning system to the new towing and raising/lowering frame.  
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.20: Signals from the Front Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of 8-in. Thick 

Slab (Slab #16) at the TxDOT FSF Collected at 1 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.21: Signals from the Front Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of 8-in. Thick 

Slab (Slab #16) at the TxDOT FSF Collected at 2 mph. 

= 25 db 
SNR = 18 

= 17.5 db 
SNR = 7.5 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.22: Signals from the Front Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of 8-in. Thick 

Slab (Slab #16) at the TxDOT FSF Collected at 3 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.23: Signals from the Front Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains at Joint in 8-in. Thick Slab (Joint #21) at 

the TxDOT FSF Collected at 1 mph. 

= 10 db SNR = 3 

= 25 db 

SNR = 18 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.24: Signals from the Front Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains at Joint in 8-in. Thick Slab (Joint #21) at 

the TxDOT FSF Collected at 2 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.25: Signals from the Front Sensor with the IVI Sensor Positioning System in 

the Time and Frequency Domains at Joint in 8-in. Thick Slab (Joint #21) at 

the TxDOT FSF Collected at 3 mph. 

= 15 db 
SNR = 6 

= 10 db SNR = 3 
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The benefits of using the towing frame system to position and raise/lower the 

rolling sensor are: (1) three rolling sensors can be used and (2) larger diameter wheels can 

be used for the sensors (the FS and RS) where there is more vertical room. The testing to 

choose the optimum rolling sensor is discussed below. 

6.4  THREE ROLLING SENSORS WITH TOWING FRAME TO POSITION, TOW AND 

RAISE/LOWER ROLLING SENSORS (FINAL TPAD RDD SYSTEM) 

6.4.1  Rolling Noise Measurements Using an Independent Towing Frame at the 

PRC 

To evaluate rolling noise of the three-wheel sensor carts and to optimize the wheel 

diameter and tread width, rolling noise measurements were performed using an 

independent towing frame that was pulled by hand. The testing location was the former 

Texas accelerated pavement test site at PRC. This site is an asphalt pavement and is 

shown in Figure 6.26. The rolling sensor, computer, DAQ system, and battery for the 

computer and DAQ system were installed on the independent towing frame. This system 

is also shown in Figure 6.26. Parameters which could affect the sensor performance were 

investigated using this simple configuration. The parameters are: (1) wheel diameter, (2) 

tread width, (3) hold-down force (handing-weight), and (4) testing speed. The four 

configurations of the rolling sensor and designations used in this study are: 

SA: 9.5-in. diameter wheels; two, 1-in. wide treads and one, 2-in. wide tread, 

SB: 9.5-in. diameter wheels; two, 2-in. wide treads and one, 4-in. wide tread, 

SC: 12.5-in. diameter wheels; two, 1-in. wide treads and one, 2-in. wide tread, and 

SD: 12.5-in. diameter wheels; two, 2-in. wide treads and one, 4-in. wide tread. 

All configurations have a tread stiffness of 50 A durometer. Photographs of these four 

configurations installed in the independent towing frame are shown in Figure 6.27. In this 

study, each sensor was installed in the independent towing frame and the, the cart was 
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pulled along the 90-ft long testing path on the asphalt pavement at a speed of about 1, 3 

and 5 mph. Noise levels were recorded for each set of tests. During testing, three different 

hanging weights (hold-down force) were used: (1) 20 lb, (2) 40 lb, and (3) 90 lb. Testing 

speeds were estimated such as; “slow walking” was about 1mph, “fast waling” was about 

3 mph, and “slow running” was about 5 mph. At each testing speed, the time for 

travelling the fixed testing path was measured to keep the constant speed in each testing 

trial. 

The results of the noise-level measurements are shown in Figures 6.28, 6.29, 6.30 

and 6.31 for the SA, SB, SC and SC sensor configurations, respectively. Average noise 

level near the RDD operating frequency (30 Hz) was determined for each testing speed. 

As speed increases, noise level increases. In general, the configurations with larger 

diameter wheels (SC and SD) and the heaviest hanging-weight (90 lb) generated less 

noise than the smaller diameter wheels (SA and SB) and the lighter hanging-weight. 

Rolling noise-level differences between the narrow and wide treads were mixed but 

generally showed about the same results. It was concluded that the larger diameter wheels 

and the heavier hold-down weight were desirable in terms of the low-generated rolling 

noise on an asphalt pavement. 
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(b) 

Figure 6.26: Rolling Sensor, Computer, DAQ and Battery Installed on an Independent 

Towing Frame for the Study of Rolling Noise Measurements on an 

Asphalt Road at the PRC (from Stokoe et al., 2011). 
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(a) SA: 9.5-in. Dia. Wheels;           (b) SB: 9.5-in. Dia. Wheels; 

Two, 1-in. and One, 2-in. Wide Treads   Two, 2-in. and One, 4-in. Wide Treads 

 

    
(c) SC: 12.5-in. Dia. Wheels;          (b) SD: 12.5-in. Dia. Wheels; 

Two, 1-in. and One, 2-in. Wide Treads   Two, 2-in. and One, 4-in. Wide Treads 

Figure 6.27: Four Configurations of the Fourth-Generation Rolling Sensor Installed in 

the Independent Towing Frame during Noise-Level Measurements; 

Measurements Performed to Determine the Optimum Sensor 

Configuration (from Stokoe et al., 2011). 
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Figure 6.28: Average Rolling Noise Levels around RDD Operating Frequency 

Measured at Three Different Testing Speeds; Rolling Sensor Configuration 

SA with Three Different Hold-Down Forces. 

 

Figure 6.29: Average Rolling Noise Levels around RDD Operating Frequency 

Measured at Three Different Testing Speeds; Rolling Sensor Configuration 

SB with Three Different Hold-Down Forces. 
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Figure 6.30: Average Rolling Noise Levels around RDD Operating Frequency 

Measured at Three Different Testing Speeds; Rolling Sensor Configuration 

SC with Three Different Hold-Down Forces. 

 

Figure 6.31: Average Rolling Noise Levels around RDD Operating Frequency 

Measured at Three Different Testing Speeds; Rolling Sensor Configuration 

SD with Three Different Hold-Down Forces. 
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6.4.2  Rolling-Noise Measurements with the Independent Towing Frame at the 

TxDOT FSF 

After completion of the rolling-noise measurements on the asphalt pavement at 

PRC, rolling-noise measurements using the independent towing frame were performed on 

the JCP at the TxDOT FSF. The independent towing frame with the rolling sensor, 

computer, DAQ system, and battery for the computer and the DAQ system installed on 

the independent towing frame is shown in Figure 6.32. Testing was performed exactly 

same way as performed on the asphalt road at PRC. The difference was that only the 90-

lb hanging-weight (hold-down force) was used at this time because it was found that the 

90-lb hold-down force generated the least rolling noise in the study at PRC.  
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Figure 6.32: Rolling Sensor, Computer, DAQ and Battery Installed on an Independent 

Towing Frame on the JCP at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Each wheel set (see Figure 6.27 for sensor configurations) on the same sensor cart 

was installed in the independent towing frame and then the towing frame was pulled 

along a 125-ft long testing path that included seven joints and 16-, 10- and 8-in. thick 

slabs on the JCP at the TxDOT FSF. Again, approximate testing speeds generated by 

walking or running speed of the person pulling the towing frame were used. “Slow 

walking”, “fast walking”, and “slow running” were approximately 1, 3, and 5 mph, 

respectively. Rolling noise levels were recorded for all rolling sensor wheel sets at all 

three speeds. The results of the rolling noise-level measurements (in mV) are shown in 

Figure 6.33. Average noise levels around the RDD operating frequency (30 Hz) for all 

configurations were calculated for each testing speed. Several observations can be made 

based on the results shown in Figure 6.33. First, as testing speed increases, rolling noise-

level increases. Second, larger diameter (12.5-in. diameter) wheels (SC and SD) 

performed better in terms of generating less rolling noise than smaller diameter (9.5-in. 

diameter) wheels. Third, the results from narrow (SA and SC) and wide (SB and SD) 

treads showed generally similar results. Finally, the noise levels collected on the JCP 

show higher noise levels than noise levels collected on the asphalt pavement as expected. 

When noise levels are measured on the asphalt pavement using the hold-down force of 90 

lb at a testing speed of 3 mph, all noise levels have an amplitude around 5 mV (see 

Figures 6.28 through 6.31) while noise levels measured on the JCP with all 

configurations average around 9 mV or about 80 % larger. At a testing speed of 5 mph, 

noise levels with all configurations are around 15 mV on the asphalt pavement. On the 

other hand, noise levels measured on the JCP at 5 mph with all configurations average 

about 23 mV. The higher noise levels on the JCP result from the seven joints in the 

testing path. It can be concluded that the JCP has rougher pavement surface than the 

asphalt pavement in terms of the rolling noise generations. 
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Figure 6.33: Average Rolling Noise Levels at Three Different Testing Speeds around 

the RDD Operating Frequency (30 Hz) Measured with Four Different 

Wheel Configurations with a Hold-Down Force of 90 lb. 

6.4.3  Final Arrangement of Three Rolling Sensors with the Towing Frame System 

The towing frame which is used to position, raise/lower and tow the three rolling 

sensors was designed by CEM personnel at UT. The function of the towing frame are to: 

(1) pull all rolling sensors from a single frame that is towed along with the TPAD mobile 

platform, (2) make the towing frame bridge the loading roller assembly so that the frame 

and rolling sensors will automatically be lifted when the loading rollers are raised, and (3) 

make the towing frame compatible with all rolling sensors (Stokoe et al., 2013). The 

towing frame consists of three connected pieces, which are a rectangular-shaped center 

bridge beam and two end sections as shown in Figure 6.34. Vertical channel assemblies 

which are used to attach the rolling sensors are bolted to each end section. Four, 8-in. 
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diameter, pneumatic wheels are used to support the towing frame when it is on the 

pavement. The drawing of the towing frame is shown in Figure 6.34. 

 

Center Bridge 

Beam

Two End 

Sections

Vertical Channel 

Assemblies

 

Figure 6.34: Drawing of Towing Frame that was Designed by CEM Personnel for 

Three Rolling Sensors (from Stokoe et al., 2013). 

Three rolling sensors were installed with the towing frame in the TPAD. The sensors are 

located along the longitudinal centerline of the TPAD, arranged as shown in Figure 6.35. 

The sensors are named according to their locations relative to the loading rollers. The 

center sensor (CS) is located mid-way between the two loading rollers. The front sensor 

(FS) and the rear sensor (RS) are located forward and backward of the CS at a distance of 

about 25 in. Figure 6.36 shows a photograph of the front sensor (FS) attached to the 

towing frame and the location of the center sensor (CS). Based on noise-level 

measurements presented in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 using the independent towing frame, 

it was found that 12.5-in. diameter wheels and 90-lb hanging weight (hold-down force) 
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generated the least rolling noise. Therefore, it would be desirable to use 12.5-in. diameter 

wheels and a 90-lb hanging weight (hold-down force) for all three sensors if the space 

were available. However, 9.5-in. diameter wheels and a 40-lb hold-down force had to be 

used for the center sensor because of space limitations between the loading rollers. In 

general, since the center sensor (CS) is located closest to the loading rollers, it will have 

the largest signal and, thus, will have a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, use 

of 9.5-in. diameter wheels and the 40-lb hold-down force for the center sensor (CS) are 

considered acceptable. Since no difference was found for different tread widths, all three 

sensors have one, 2-in. wide and two, 1-in wide wheels. 
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Figure 6.35: Array of Three Rolling Sensors in the TPAD (from Lee et al., 2014). 
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Figure 6.36: Photograph of the RDD Portion of the TPAD Showing the Towing Frame, 

Front Rolling Sensor, Location of Center Rolling Sensor and One Loading 

Roller (from Stokoe et al., 2013). 

The final arrangement of the fourth-generation rolling sensors was developed. The 

towing frame system is used to position, raise/lower and tow three fourth-generation 

rolling sensors. Table 6.1 shows the summary of the rolling sensors including previously-

developed rolling sensors. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of the Rolling Sensors 

 

 

6.5  EVALUATION OF THE THREE, FOURTH-GENERATION ROLLING SENSORS AND 

ASSOCIATED TOWING-FRAME SYSTEM AT THE TXDOT FSF 

6.5.1  Stationary Field Calibration of Three Rolling Sensors 

Stationary field calibration of three rolling sensor was performed on the JCP at the 

TxDOT FSF. Two laboratory-calibrated, 4.5-Hz geophones were used as reference 

transducers. The reference transducers were used to measure the motion of the pavement 

surface while the TPAD loading system applied both static and dynamic forces to the 

pavement. The set-up with the fourth-generation rolling sensor and reference transducers 

used in the field calibration procedure are shown in Figure 6.37. The field calibration was 

performed by changing the excitation loading frequency (sweeping) of the loading rollers 

on the pavement (typically ranging from 20 to 50 Hz) while the TPAD is stationary. 

Name
# of Roling

Sensors
Hold-Down Force

Hold-Down

Mechanism
Refrence

1st-Gen. Rolling

Sensor
4

No Hold-Down

Force

No Hold-Down

Force
Bay, 1997

2nd-Gen. Rolling

Sensor
2 35 lb

40A-Urethane Air-

Spring on Top of

the Sensor

Lee, 2006

3rd-Gen. Rolling

Sensor
2 95 lb

Pneumatic Air

Spring
Nam, 2010

4th-Gen. Rolling

Sensor (with IVI

System)

2 40 lb
Hanging-Weight

System
Stokoe et al., 2012

Center Sensor

(40 lb)

Hanging-Weight

System

Front and Rear

Sensors (90 lb)

Hanging-Weight

System

4th-Gen. Rolling

Sensor (with Towing

Frame System)

3 Stokoe et al., 2013
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Uncracked mid-slab areas on an 8-in. thick slab were selected as a testbed for JCP to 

reduce the influence from any cracks or joints. During application to the pavement of the 

sinusoidal load over a range in frequencies, the signal of the 2-Hz geophone in the rolling 

sensor and the two, 4.5-Hz geophones were recorded. Averaged movement from the two 

reference geophones and the movement from the rolling sensor transducer at each 

frequency were compared. This procedure was performed for all three rolling sensors. 

The field calibration curves for the three RDD rolling sensors are shown in Figure 6.38. 

As seen in the figure, the front and rear sensors with the 12.5in. diameter wheels and the 

hold-down force of 90 lb showed very similar calibration curves while the center sensor 

with the 9.5-in. diameter and the hold-down force of 40 lb wheels showed a slightly 

different calibration curve. It is felt that the difference in the responses results from the 

center sensor having different sized wheels and a lighter hold-down force. 

 

 

Calibrated 4.5-Hz Geophones Calibrated 4.5-Hz 
Geophones

2-Hz Geophone Hidden 
by Sensor Package

Pavement Surface Layer

Base
 

                 (a) Front View               (b) Side View 

Figure 6.37: Stationary Field Calibration Set-up for a Rolling Sensor Using Two, 

Independent 4.5 Hz Geophones (Reference Transducers). (from Stokoe et 

al., 2013). 
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Field Calibration Curves for Rolling Sensors
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Figure 6.38: Field Calibration Curves for the Three, Rolling Sensors with the Towing-

Frame System (from Stokoe et al., 2013). 

6.5.2  Deflection Profiling at the TxDOT FSF 

6.5.2.1 Continuous Deflection Measurements Using the Center Sensor (CS) 

Deflection profiling using the TPAD and the three rolling sensors with the towing 

frame was performed along the testing path shown in Figure 5.9 at the TxDOT FSF. 

Continuous deflection profiling with the final arrangement of three rolling sensors and 

towing frame was performed at testing speeds of 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 mph. The deflection 

profiles collected using the CS are shown in Figures 6.39, 6.40 and 6.41, respectively. 

The testing speed of 0.5 mph is used as the reference (the lowest rolling noise) in all 

figures. Upon comparing three figures, it can be seen that deflection profiles measured at 

0.5 and 1, mph show the same results and the deflection profile measured at 2 mph is 

essentially the same as the deflection profiles measured at 0.5 and 1 mph with the 

exception of deflections measured at four joints in the 8- and 10-in. thick slabs and at 

three joints in the 16-in. thick slabs. In Figure 6.41, the comparison between profiles 
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collected at 0.5 and 3.0 mph is presented and the rolling noise increases considerably at 

some joints at this speed. However, there is still a reasonable match between the two 

profiles. 

 

Figure 6.39: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 0.5 and 1 mph Using the Center Sensor 

in the Towing Frame at the TxDOT FSF. 

 

Figure 6.40: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 0.5 and 2 mph Using the Center Sensor 

in the Towing Frame at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 6.41: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 0.5 and 3 mph Using the Center Sensor 

in the Towing Frame at the TxDOT FSF. 

The SNRs of the mid-slab region of an 8-in. thick slab (Slab #16) and at a joint 

between the 8-in. thick slabs (Joint #21) are investigated. Time and frequency domain 

signals from the CS in the mid-slab of Slab #16 at testing speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph are 

shown in Figure 6.42, 6.43, and 6.44, respectively. Time and frequency domain signals 

measured with the CS measured at Joint #21 at testing speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph are 

shown in Figure 6.45, 6.46 and 6.47 respectively. The SNR decreases as the testing speed 

increases as expected. The lowest SNR of the CS measured in the mid-slab region is 20 

dB at 3 mph, meaning the signal is 10 times higher than rolling noise. The SNR at 2 mph 

at a joint is 25 dB resulting in the signal 18 times higher than rolling noise and 15 dB at 3 

mph resulting in the signal 6 times higher than rolling noise. It seems that the use of 3 

mph at joints in the JCP might not result in the best deflection measurements because of 

this lower SNR at the joint but the results are still quite reasonable. 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.42: Signals Measured with the CS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of Slab #16 at the TxDOT 

FSF at 1 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.43: Signals Measured with the CS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of Slab #16 at the TxDOT 

FSF at 2 mph. 

= 30 db 
SNR = 32 

= 25 db 
SNR = 18 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.44: Signals Measured with the CS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of Slab #16 at the TxDOT 

FSF at 3 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.45: Signals Measured with the CS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains at Joint 21 at the TxDOT FSF at 1 mph. 

= 30 db SNR = 32 

= 20 db SNR = 10 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.46: Signals Measured with the CS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains at Joint 21 at the TxDOT FSF at 2 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.47: Signals Measured with the CS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains at Joint 21 at the TxDOT FSF at 3 mph. 

= 25 db SNR = 18 

= 15 db SNR = 6 
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6.5.2.2 Continuous Deflection Measurements Using the Rear and Front Sensor (RS 

and FS) 

The deflection profiles collected using the rear sensor (RS) at testing speeds of 

0.5, 1, 2 and 3 mph are shown in Figures 6.48, 6.49 and 6.50, respectively. The deflection 

profiles using the front sensor (FS) at 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 mph are shown in Figures 6.51, 6.52 

and 6.53, respectively. Deflection profiles determined at testing speeds of 0.5, 1, and 2 

mph with the rear rolling sensor are well matched while the deflection profile at 3 mph 

exhibits some differences, especially at the joints. On the other hand, deflection profiles 

evaluated with the front rolling sensor at testing speeds of 0.5, 1, and 2 mph exhibited 

good comparisons but exhibited considerable differences at 3 mph, especially at the 

joints. The poorer performance of the front rolling sensor compared with the rear rolling 

sensor is unknown at this point but the reason may be attributed to the chatter created by 

the front swiveling wheels on the towing frame at 3 mph compared with the fixed wheels 

on the back of the towing frame. 

 

Figure 6.48: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 0.5 and 1 mph Using the Rear Sensor in 

the Towing Frame at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 6.49: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 0.5 and 2 mph Using the Rear Sensor in 

the Towing Frame at the TxDOT FSF. 

 

Figure 6.50: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 0.5 and 3 mph Using the Rear Sensor in 

the Towing Frame at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 6.51: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 0.5 and 1 mph Using the Front Sensor in 

the Towing Frame at the TxDOT FSF. 

 

Figure 6.52: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 0.5 and 2 mph Using the Front Sensor in 

the Towing Frame at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 6.53: Continuous Deflection Profiles at 0.5 and 3 mph Using the Front Sensor in 

the Towing Frame at the TxDOT FSF. 

The SNRs of the RS and FS measured in the mid-slab region of Slab #16 and at 

Joint #21 between slabs in the 8-in. thick slab section were investigated. Time and 

frequency domain signals from the RS on the mid-slab of Slab #16 at testing speeds of 1, 

2, and 3 mph are shown in Figure 6.54, 6.55, and 6.56, respectively. Time and frequency 

domain signals measured with the RS measured at Joint #21 at testing speeds of 1, 2, and 

3 mph are shown in Figure 6.57, 6.58 and 6.59, respectively. Time and frequency domain 

signals from the FS on the mid-slab of Slab #16 at testing speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph are 

shown in Figure 6.60, 6.61, and 6.62, respectively. Time and frequency domain signals 

measured with the RS measured at Joint #21 at testing speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph are 

shown in Figure 6.63, 6.64 and 6.65, respectively.  

The SNRs on the mid-slab of 8-in. thick slab and at the joint in 8-in. thick slab are 

summarized in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. For comparison purpose, the SNRs with 
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the IVI sensor positioning system are also presented. The SNRs collected with the towing 

frame system are designated as “SNR (New)” and the SNRs determined with the IVI 

system are designated as “SNR (Old)” in the tables. With the towing frame system, the 

CS showed an excellent SNR (32) at 1 mph and a good SNR (10) at 3 mph in the mid-

slab region while the FS and RS exhibit a very good SNR (18) at 1mph and a reasonable 

SNR (6) at 3 mph. At the joint, the SNRs of the CS range from the excellent (32) at 1 

mph to reasonable (6) at 3 mph. On the other hand, the SNRs of the FS and RS range 

from very good (18) at 1 mph to poor (4) at 3 mph at the joint. It is apparent that the SNR 

of the FS increases with the towing frame system. It is concluded that the current TPAD 

RDD system, three rolling sensors with the towing system, can be used up to testing 

speed of 2 mph on the JCP. 

 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.54: Signals Measured with the RS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of Slab #16 at the TxDOT 

FSF at 1 mph. 

= 25 db 
SNR =18 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.55: Signals Measured with the RS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of Slab #16 at the TxDOT 

FSF at 2 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.56: Signals Measured with the RS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains in the Mid-Slab Region of Slab #16 at the TxDOT 

FSF at 3 mph. 

= 20 db 
SNR =10 

= 15 db SNR = 6 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.57: Signals Measured with the RS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains at Joint #21 at the TxDOT FSF at 1 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.58: Signals Measured with the RS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains at Joint #21 at the TxDOT FSF at 2 mph. 

= 25 db SNR = 18 

= 20 db 
SNR = 10 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.59: Signals Measured with the RS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains at Joint #21 at the TxDOT FSF at 3 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR  

Figure 6.60: Signals Measured with the FS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains on Mid-Slab of Slab #16 at the TxDOT FSF at 1 mph. 

= 12.5 db SNR = 4 

= 25 db 
SNR = 18 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR 

Figure 6.61: Signals Measured with the FS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains on Mid-Slab of Slab #16 at the TxDOT FSF at 2 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR 

Figure 6.62: Signals Measured with the FS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains on Mid-Slab of Slab #16 at the TxDOT FSF at 3 mph. 

= 20 db SNR = 10 

= 15 db SNR = 6 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR 

Figure 6.63: Signals Measured with the FS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains at Joint #21 at the TxDOT FSF at 1 mph. 

 
(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR 

Figure 6.64: Signals Measured with the FS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains at Joint #21 at the TxDOT FSF at 2 mph. 

= 25 db SNR = 18 

= 20 db SNR = 10 
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(a) Time Domain Signal (over 1-sec Time Window) 

 

 
(b) FFT Spectrum of Time Domain Signal with SNR 

Figure 6.65: Signals Measured with the FS in the Towing Frame in the Time and 

Frequency Domains at Joint #21 at the TxDOT FSF at 3 mph. 

Table 6.2: Summary of Signal-to-Noise Ratios of the Three Rolling Sensors with the 

Towing Frame System in the Mid-Slab Region of the 8-in. Thick Slab #16 at 

the TxDOT FSF. 

  Speed (mph) SNR (New)1 

 
SNR (Old)1 

Center 

Sensor 

1 32 32 

2 18 18 

3 10 10 

Front 

Sensor 

1 18 18 

2 10 7.5 

3 6 3 

Rear 

Sensor 

1 18 N/A 

2 10 N/A 

3 6 N/A 

 

Notes: 1. Signal to Noise Ratios with the Towing Frame System and 

      2. Signal to Noise Ratios with the IVI Sensor Positioning System. 

= 12.5 db SNR = 4 
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Table 6.3: Summary of Signal-to-Noises of the Three Rolling Sensors with the Towing 

Frame System Ratio at Joint #21 at the TxDOT FSF. 

  Speed (mph) SNR (New)1 SNR (Old)1 

Center 

Sensor 

1 32 32 

2 18 10 

3 6 6 

Front 

Sensor 

1 18 18 

2 10 6 

3 4 3 

Rear 

Sensor 

1 18 N/A 

2 10 N/A 

3 4 N/A 

 

Notes: 1. Signal to Noise Ratios with the Towing Frame System and 

      2. Signal to Noise Ratios with the IVI Sensor Positioning System. 

 

6.6  SUMMARY 

At initial point, two fourth-generation rolling sensors were installed with the 

sensor positioning and towing system developed by IVI personnel to the TPAD. Two 

sensors have identical configurations: (1) 9.5-in. diameter wheels, (2) 0.75-in. thick 

wheel tread, (3) 50A durometer wheel tread (softer wheel tread than the second-

generation rolling sensor and (4) 40 lb hanging-weight for the hold-down force. Two 

sensors were installed along the longitudinal centerline of the TPAD mobile platform 

with the IVI sensor positioning system. The center sensor is located midway between two 

loading rollers and the front sensor positioned about 25 in. ahead of the center sensor. 

With the IVI sensor positioning system, the center sensor performed well while the FS 

exhibited back-and-forth oscillations resulting in significant rolling noise especially at the 

joint with faster testing speeds. Therefore, the towing frame system was recommended to 

be used for positioning, raising/lowering and towing the rolling sensors. Other benefits 
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from the towing frame system were: (1) three rolling sensors can be used and (2) larger 

diameter wheels can be used for the front and rear sensors where there is more vertical 

room. 

Rolling noise measurements with the independent towing frame were performed 

on the asphalt pavement at Pickle Research Center (PRC) and the Jointed Concrete 

Pavement (JCP) at the TxDOT FSF to find optimum sensor configurations. The towing 

frame was pulled by hands at approximate speeds of 1, 3 and 5 mph. Four configurations 

of rolling sensors were used as follows: 

SA: 9.5-in. diameter wheels; two, 1-in. wide treads and one, 2-in. wide tread, 

SB: 9.5-in. diameter wheels; two, 2-in. wide treads and one, 4-in. wide tread, 

SC: 12.5-in. diameter wheels; two, 1-in. wide treads and one, 2-in. wide tread, and 

SD: 12.5-in. diameter wheels; two, 2-in. wide treads and one, 4-in. wide tread. 

Different hold-down forces were also studied. Several observations were found. 

First, as the testing speed increases, rolling noise-level increases. Second, larger diameter 

(12.5-in. diameter) wheels (SC and SD) performed better in terms of the rolling noise 

generations than smaller diameter (9.5-in. diameter) wheels. Third, the results from 

narrow (SA and SC) and wide (SB and SD) showed generally similar results. Finally, the 

noise levels collected on the JCP show higher noise levels than noise levels collected on 

the asphalt pavement. 

Three rolling sensors were installed to the TPAD with the towing frame system. 

According to the rolling noise measurements, 12.5-in. diameter wheels and 90 lb of hold-

down force showed the best results (the lowest rolling noise) so the front and rear rolling 

sensor were constructed with 12.5-in. diameter wheels and 90 lb of hold-down force. 

However, the use of 12.5-in. diameter wheels and 90 lb of hold-down force is restricted 

due to the space limitation of the center sensor location between two loading rollers. 
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Smaller diameter wheels and 40 lb of hold-down force in the center sensor compensate 

by the higher signals measured by the center sensor because of the closest distance to the 

loading rollers. 

Three rolling sensors in the towing frame system were tested on the JCP at the 

TxDOT FSF. The center and rear rolling sensors showed good agreements in deflection 

profiles determined at testing speeds up to 2 mph when compared with the deflection 

profile at 0.5 mph. In contrast, the front rolling sensor showed somewhat poorer 

performed in the same comparison. At this point, the reason is unknown but the highest 

possible reason is the chatter in the front swiveling wheels on the towing frame. At a 

testing speed of 3 mph, deflection profiles collected with the center, rear, and front rolling 

sensors exhibited comparable results in general, but showed considerable differences 

mainly at joints. 

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was investigated on mid-slab of 8-in. thick slab and 

one joint in 8-in. thick slab. With the towing frame system, the CS showed the excellent 

SNR (32) at 1 mph and good SNR (10) at 3 mph on the mid-slab while the FS and RS 

exhibit very good SNR (18) at 1mph and reasonable SNR (6) at 3 mph. At the joint, the 

SNR of the CS ranges from the excellent (32) to reasonable (6). On the other hand, the 

SNRs of the FS and RS range from very good (18) to poor (4) at the joint. It is apparent 

that the SNR of the FS increases with the towing frame system; that, the towing system is 

working better than the sensor positioning/towing system developed by IVI personnel. 

The current TPAD RDD system, three rolling sensors with the towing system, can be 

used reasonably up to testing speed of 2 mph on the JCP. 
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Chapter 7:  Characteristics of TPAD-RDD Deflections on Jointed 

Concrete Pavement at the TxDOT FSF 

7.1  INTRODUCTION 

Jointed Concrete Pavement (JCP) is one major type of the rigid pavements used in 

the United States. The Original RDD and TPAD have been used to test many sections of 

various types of JCP pavements. Today, JCPs are in many airport pavements and 

highway pavements that were constructed years ago. The JCPs are still in service and 

require nondestructive testing to evaluate and monitor their current structural conditions 

for maintenance and rehabilitation for evaluations to continue the in-service life of the 

pavement. RDD deflection measurements have provided important information to district 

engineers for evaluating current structural conditions of the pavement and for developing 

rehabilitation schemes. Therefore, it is very important to study the characteristics of RDD 

deflections on JCP. 

Since, the joints are nearly always structurally weaker than other areas in the JCP, 

maintenance efforts to increase the service life of JCPs focus on repairing or monitoring 

joint conditions. Asphalt overlays on JCPs have been one of the most popular 

rehabilitation schemes. However, the overlays nearly always develop some level of 

reflective cracking. It is believed that the main mechanism which causes reflective 

cracking is differential vertical movement in the JCP at joints underlying the asphalt 

overlay (Huang, 1993). Therefore, it is quite important to evaluate the structural condition 

of all joints in the JCP before installing an asphalt overlay to determine if how many, and 

where full-depth repairs may need to be performed before constructing the asphalt 

overlay.  

In this chapter, the characteristics of RDD deflections collected on the JCP testbed 

at the TxDOT FSF are discussed. First, in Section 7.2, the repeatability of the deflection 
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measurements using the TPAD is examined. It is important to generate identical or, at 

least, very similar deflection profiles with different profiling times under similar 

environmental conditions (especially the pavement surface temperature). Next, in Section 

7.3, the influence of the longitudinal joint on RDD deflection levels is studied. Generally, 

the testing path for the RDD-deflection measurements is chosen along the longitudinal 

centerline of the slabs. However, sometimes, the testing path is chosen close the 

longitudinal joints due to the configuration of the testing path. If the testing path is close 

enough to be affected by the longitudinal joint, this path results in the higher deflections 

and the data can be misinterpreted, resulting in underestimation of the structural 

conditions of the pavement.  

In Section 7.4, the deflection profiles collected under three different pavement 

surface temperatures are presented. The deflection profiles at joints decrease significantly 

as the surface temperature increases. The use of deflection measurements collected using 

the rear rolling sensor to identify joints with poor load transfer is presented in Section 7.5. 

Since the rear rolling sensor is 2.1 ft behind the centerline of the loading rollers (loading 

point), the transition of the rear sensor when the TPAD-RDD system approaches and 

crosses the transverse joint makes the rear rolling sensor an ideal tool to evaluate the load 

transfer at transverse joints. Deflection profiles measured by the rear rolling sensor are 

compared at joints with poor load-transfer efficiency estimated by Falling Weight 

Deflectometer testing.  

Lastly, in Section 7.6, the underestimation of the TPAD deflection measurements 

at joints is studied. Generally, the TPAD deflections at joints in JCP result in an 

underestimation of the maximum deflection due to signal processing which averages over 

about 1 to 1.5 ft and the sensor configurations. In this study, the degree of 
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underestimation of joint deflections is estimated by comparing rolling deflection profiles 

and stationary deflection measurements with the TPAD. 

 

7.2  REPEATABILITY TESTING OF TPAD DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS 

Repeatability of the deflection measurements using the TPAD was investigated 

along the testing path at the TxDOT FSF. It is critical to measure the same or nearly same 

deflection level, pattern, and trend in the deflection measurements when TPAD testing is 

conducted along the same testing path under similar conditions such as pavement surface 

temperature and at different times. Testing was performed at 1 mph under the same 

pavement temperature on the same day. Three trials along the testing path were 

conducted. Pavement temperature was at 78 ℉. The deflection profiles measured with 

the center sensor are shown in Figure 7.1a. A 200-ft long section of the profile in Figure 

7.1a is expanded in Figure 7.1b. In Figures 7.1a and 7.1b, three deflection profiles are 

generally identical. The mean deflections of the first, second and third trial testing are 

4.03 mils per 10 kips, 4.03 mils per 10 kips and 4.07 mils per 10 kips, respectively. The 

mean and standard deviation of three mean deflections are 4.04 mils per 10 kips and 

0.022 mils per 10 kips. The small standard deviation results in the value of the coefficient 

of variation of 0.005, a very small value relative to the mean value. 
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Figure 7.1: Three Deflection Profiles Measured with the CS at 1 mph at the Same 
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TPAD testing at 2 mph was also performed in the same manner. The pavement 

surface temperature was slightly lower, 75 ℉ but, it remained the same during testing. 

The results are shown in Figures 7.2a and 7.2b The mean deflections of the first, second 

and third trials are 3.99 mils per 10 kips, 4.06 mils per 10 kips and 4.07 mils per 10 kips, 

respectively. The mean and standard deviation of the three values are 4.04 mils per 10 

kips and 0.045 mils per 10 kips; thus, resulting in the coefficient of variation of 0.011. At 

the testing speed of 2 mph, the standard deviation and the coefficient of variation of the 

mean deflections essentially doubled. Higher testing speed is felt to be the cause of the 

values doubling. However, the coefficient of variation of 0.011 is still small and 

reasonable. It can be concluded that the TPAD testing is repeatable and reproducible at 

testing speeds of 1 and 2 mph. 
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Figure 7.2: Three Deflection Profiles Measured with the CS at 2 mph at the Same 
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7.3 INFLUENCE OF PROXIMITY TO LONGITUDINAL JOINTS ON DEFLECTION 

MEASUREMENTS 

Generally, when RDD deflection measurements are performed on JCP, the testing 

path is chosen along the longitudinal centerline of the slabs; hence, midway between 

adjacent longitudinal joints. However, the testing path should, sometimes, be moved 

towards one of the longitudinal joints due to the site configuration or testing environment 

such as traffic control conditions. For example, an airport runway can have different 

configurations along the testing path, especially if an extension is added to an existing 

runway. When an original existing pavement might be constructed with eight lanes, the 

extension of the runway might have six lanes, with each new lane wider than the original 

lanes. In this case, the person collecting the RDD data has to make a decision about 

which testing path to follow depending upon how adversely the longitudinal joint might 

affect the deflection value. 

The influence of the proximity to the longitudinal joint on the RDD deflection 

levels was investigated on the JCP testbed at the TxDOT FSF. To investigate the effect of 

the longitudinal joint, the approximately 350-ft long portion of the testing path shown in 

Figure 5.9 which is composed of 8- and 10-in. thick slabs, was profiled using the center 

sensor (CS). The slab and joint are numbered by distance along the east-west testing path. 

The first slab in the testing path in Figure 5.9 is designated as Slab #1 or as “S1” and 

Joint #1 (first joint in the testing path) as “J1” respectively. Hence, S35 and J34 mean the 

35th slab and 34th joint in this study. These designations are used in this chapter 

hereafter. A schematic diagram of the testing setup is shown in Figure 7.3. All testing 

was started 6.25 ft away from Joint #8 (J8). The distance from the longitudinal joint to 

the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th longitudinal testing paths are 6.25 ft, 4.25 ft, 2.25 ft and 0.25 ft, 

respectively. The 1st testing path followed the normal center-line testing path while the 
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4th testing path was very close to the longitudinal joint. In Figure 7.4, the locations of the 

loading rollers and the center sensor relative to the longitudinal joint during testing are 

shown. As seen in Figures 7.4a, 7.4b and 7.4c, the loading rollers are on the same slab 

when testing on 1st 2nd and 3rd testing paths was performed while one loading roller (left 

loading roller) is on another slab during testing on 4th testing path as seen in Figure 7.4d. 

Even if one loading roller is on another slab, it is still valuable to see how the applied 

loads with one loading roller on another slab affect on the deflections. 

 

 

Longitudinal 

Joints

1st Testing Paths (Centerline of the Slab)

Plan View of JCP

S9

Slab # 8 (16-in. 

Thick Slab

Note: S9 = Slab #9 (Ninth Slab on the Testing Path), 

and    J9 = Joint #9 (Ninth Joint on the Testing Path)

S10 S11 S12 S13 … S37

J9 J10 J11 J12

2nd Testing Paths (4.25 ft Away from the Joint)

12.5 ft

12.5 ft

3rd Testing Paths (2.25 ft Away from the Joint)

4th Testing Paths (0.25-ft Away from the Joint)

6.25 ft
4.25 ft 2.25 ft

J8

6.25 ft

0.25 ft

All 8-in. Thick Slabs Except for Slab #33 and #34

 

Figure 7.3: Schematic Diagram of the Testing Paths Used to Investigate the Influence of 

the Longitudinal Joint on the RDD Deflection Measurements of Jointed 

Concrete Pavement. 
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Figure 7.4: Schematic Diagram of Locations of the Loading Rollers and Center Sensor 

Relative to the Longitudinal Joint. 

The results of this testing are shown in Figures 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7, respectively. The 

results from the 1st testing path are used as a reference in all figures. In Figure 7.5, the 

deflection profiles collected on the 1st and 2nd testing paths exhibit almost identical 

results. Means at joints and in the mid-slab on the 1st testing path are 7.45 and 3.96 
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mils/10 kips while the means at joints and in the mid-slab on the 2nd testing path are 7.51 

and 3.96 mils/10 kips. On the other hand, the deflection profiles collected on the 3rd and 

4th testing paths exhibited increased deflections in both the mid-slab and joints regions as 

shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.7, respectively. Means at joints and in the mid-slab on the 3rd 

testing path are 8.00 and 4.47 mils/10 kips while the means at joints and in the mid-slab 

on the 4th testing path are 8.12 and 4.75 mils/10 kips. It is interesting to see the 

deflections of Slab #35 (S35) in the mid-slab area. All deflections measured in this area 

showed the same values. It turns out that this area has a buried pipe under the pavement 

system that results in a very stiff system with lower deflection levels. It might be 

concluded that if the JCP has very stiff materials underneath the concrete slab and 

beneath the longitudinal joint, the influence of the joint is minimized.  
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Figure 7.5: RDD Deflection Profiles Collected on the 1st and 2nd Testing Paths Using 

the CS to Investigate the Influence of the Relative Location of the 

Longitudinal Joint on Deflection Measurements. 
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Figure 7.6: RDD Deflection Profiles Collected on the 1st and 3rd Testing Paths Using 

the CS to Investigate the Influence of the Relative Location of the 

Longitudinal Joint on Deflection Measurements. 
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Figure 7.7: RDD Deflection Profiles Collected on the 1st and 4th Testing Paths Using 

the CS to Investigate the Influence of the Relative Location of the 

Longitudinal Joint on Deflection Measurements. 
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To investigate further the influence of the joint, one region which exhibits the 

representative behavior according to the proximity to the longitudinal joint is expanded 

and the associated deflection profiles are shown in Figure 7.8. The types of transverse 

joints are also shown in the figure. The deflections are essentially the same when the 

distance from the longitudinal joint to the testing path is 4.25 ft (the first and second 

testing paths). When the distance from the longitudinal joint to the testing path is less 

than about 4 ft (the third and fourth testing paths) except for Type A joints (construction 

joints with reinforcement bar), it is obvious that deflections begin to increase as the 

distance to the longitudinal joint becomes smaller This trend is more apparent in mid-slab 

areas and Type B joints (contraction joints without re-bar). The deflections at the Type B 

joints showed almost similar deflection levels because of stiffer system due to the rebar. 

In Figure 7.9 a histograms of the average deflections in mid-slabs, the construction joints  

(Type A joints) and contraction joints (Type B joints) shown in the representative region  

boxed out in Figures 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 shown in Figure 7.8 measured on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd 

and 4th testing paths. As the distance to the longitudinal joint changes from 6.25 to 0.25 

ft, the average mid-slab deflection increases approximately 19.3 % and the average 

deflection at the contraction joint increases approximately 15 % while the average 

deflection at the contraction joint increases only 2.8 %. It is concluded that the stiffer 

pavement system by Type A joint (construction joint with rebar) results in the minimized 

influence of the longitudinal joint on the deflections. These results are similar to same 

deflections on all four testing paths measured on the mid-slab area with the buried pipe. 
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Figure 7.8: Expanded Deflection Profiles from Figures 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 Showing 

Representative Behavior According to the Distance Away from the 

Longitudinal Joint. 
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Figure 7.9: Histograms of Average Mid-Slab and Joint Deflections of Representative 

Regions Shown in Figure 7.8. 
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disappeared and results in the undistinguished pattern of mid-slab and joint deflections as 

seen in Figure 7.10b. This observation can be explained by a combination of slab curling 

and slab expansion with increasing pavement surface temperature and a decrease in the 

temperature gradient within the slab. In the morning, the slab bottom is assumed to be 

warmer than the slab top, which causes expansion at the bottom and shrinkage at the top, 

respectively. Different amounts of expansion in the top and bottom of the slab result in 

upward curling (“smiling”) of the slab. In general, slab upward curling causes higher 

deflections at joints. On the other hand, slab downward curling (“frowning”) occurs in the 

late morning as the slab top is heated up and warmer than the slab bottom. As a result, the 

slab expands with increasing temperature and the joints tend to close. This combination 

of slab downward curling and slab expansion causes smaller deflections at joints, and the 

clear pattern of joint, and mid-slab deflections become obscured in the deflection profile.  

According to the study performed by Sidique et al. (2005) about temperature and 

curling measurements on concrete pavement, a higher temperature in the upper part of the 

slab than at the bottom of the slab occurred around 11:00 am. In addition, Nam (2010) 

performed the continuous deflection testing using the original RDD on the JCP under the 

similar pavement temperature (between 84 and 91 ℉) but at different seasons of the 

year, (from summer (July) to fall (October and November). The time when the data were 

collected was 7:20 AM in July, 11:15 AM in October and 12:00 PM in November, 

respectively. The deflection profile collected at 7:20 AM in July showed the clear pattern 

of joint and mid-slab deflections while the joint deflections became smaller in the 

deflection profile collected at 11:15 AM in October and the pattern of joint and mid-slab 

deflection was completely obscure in the deflection profile collected at 12:00 PM in 

November. It is recommended that the deflection measurements especially at joints such 

as the LTE measurements with the FWD are performed before 11:00 AM. 
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(a) Deflection Profiles Collected in Early and Late Morning 
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(b) Deflection Profiles Collected in Early Morning and Mid-Afternoon 

Figure 7.10: Continuous Deflection Profiles Measured Using the CS and the TPAD along 

the Centerline Testing Path at Different Pavement Surface Temperatures. 
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7.3  IDENTIFICATION OF JOINTS WITH POOR LOAD TRANSFER USING THE REAR 

ROLLING SENSOR 

Joints are the structurally weakest portions in the JCP and many serviceability and 

structural problems occur at joints. In addition, when rehabilitating deteriorated JCPs, 

using such treatments of as placement of an asphalt overlay and dowel-bar retrofit, the 

structural condition of the existing concrete slab is critical input information in selecting 

the optimum rehabilitation schemes. The load-transfer efficiency (LTE) is a good 

indicator of the structural capacity of the joints, and it is currently used in JCP 

rehabilitation design. The RDD deflection measurements in the TPAD and the original 

RDD are ideal ways of characterizing the joint performance in JCP because all transverse 

joints in the JCP are evaluated in the continuous profile in a rapid manner, certainly 

compared with a discrete testing device such as the FWD. 

When the TPAD approaches and passes over a transverse joint or crack, the array 

of loading rollers and rolling sensors transition across the discontinuity as illustrated by 

positions A through E in Figures 7.11a through 7.11e, respectively, remembering that the 

loading rollers and the center rolling sensor (CS) are always at the same relative 

longitudinal position along the pavement. As noted in the figure, when the Rear Sensor 

(RS) transitions across the discontinuity, the RS is moving on the loaded side before the 

CS and loading rollers cross the discontinuity as shown in Figure 7.11a, 7.11b and 7.11c. 

After the loading rollers cross the discontinuity, the RS is moving on the unloaded side 

until the RS crosses the discontinuity as shown in Figure 7.11d. If the joint has the poor 

load transfer, the RS sense only portion of the pavement movement induced by the 

applied load when the RS is on the unloaded side. Therefore, the deflection profile using 

the RS would have double-peak at the joint location when the joint has a poor load 

transfer. The characteristic pattern in the deflection profile resulting from this situation is 
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illustrated in Figure 7.11h. Similarly, the characteristic patterns in the CS and Front 

Sensor (FS) deflection profiles are illustrated in Figures 7.11g and 7.11f, respectively. 
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Figure 7.11: Schematic of Deflection Patterns of Each of the Three Rolling Sensors 

Crossing a Joint with Poor Load Transfer (from Stokoe et al., 2013). 
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The deflection profile collected along the testbed at the TxDOT FSF with the RS 

at 2 mph is shown in Figure 7.12. The deflection profile using the CS is also shown in the 

figure to clearly show the joint and mid-slab locations. The overall deflections collected 

with the RS showed a similar deflection pattern with the CS but with lower deflections 

than the CS because the RS is further from the loading rollers. Exceptions to this general 

relationship are at joint or crack locations with poor load transfer where the double-peak 

occurs as illustrated in Figure 7.11h. The Load-Transfer Efficiencies (LTEs) were 

estimated by Falling Weight Deflectometer deflection measurements and Joint #8, Joint 

#29 and Joint #33 exhibited the very low LTEs. The deflection measurements and the 

estimation of the LTE are presented in Chapter 8. 

Two regions of the deflection profiles using the RS, including these three joint 

locations, are expanded in Figures 7.13 and 7.14. In Figure 7.13, the deflection patterns at 

joints and mid-slab areas are more clearly seen. The joint spacing corresponds to a slab 

length of 12.5 ft and two joints, Joints #8 and #11, show the double peaks in the RD 

record. The LTEs estimated by the FWD at Joints #8 and #10 are 11 % and 100 %, 

respectively. The good load-transfer (Joint #10) results in one peak in the TPAD RS 

deflection profile while the double-peak occurs at the joint with a poor load transfer 

(Joint #8). No FWD testing was performed at Joint #11 at that time, but FWD testing 

which had been performed at the beginning of the project indicated that Joint #11 also 

had poor load-transfer with a low LTE of 6 % resulting in the double-peak at Joint #11 

Region B in Figure 7.12 including Joints #29 and # 33 is expanded in Figure 7.14. 

Again, the joint spacing is 12.5 ft corresponding to the length of the slab in this area. The 

LTEs of seven joints out of a total ten joints in Region B by FWD testing are also shown 

in Figure 7.13b. At four joints with the high LTEs (Joints #27, #32, #34 and #35), the 

deflection profile using the RS exhibit only one peak at joint locations. On the other hand, 
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Figure 7.12: Deflection Profiles Collected with the Center Sensor (CS) and Rear Sensor 

(RS) at a Testing Speed of 2 mph at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 7.13: Expanded Deflection Profiles around Joint #8 from Figure 7.12 Showing 

Characteristic Single-Peak Pattern of the CS and Double-Peak Patterns of 

the RS. 
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Figure 7.14: Expanded Deflection Profiles around Joint #33 from Figure 7.12 Showing 

Characteristic Single-Peak Pattern of the CS and Double-Peak Patterns of 

the RS. 

the low LTEs at Joints #27 and #29 and the very low LTE at Joint #33 result in double 

peaks in the deflection profile. It is observed that the shape of the double-peak changes as 

the LTE increases. For example, at Joint #27 with an LTE of 47 %, the trough between 

the double peaks is quite shallow. The trough between the double peaks at Joint # 29 with 

an LTE of 21 % and Joint #33 with an LTE of 6 % show the most distinct troughs 

between the double peaks. It is also important to note that if only deflections measured 

with the CS are used in the data interpretation, it might be concluded that Joint #29 

performed well because CS deflection at Joint #29 is quite low, 6.27 mils per 10 kips (see 

Figure 7.14). However, the deflection profile with the RS revealed that Joint #29 has a 

poor load-transfer and then FWD testing confirmed the low LTE at this joint. Therefore, 

the information in the deflection profile using the RS is a critical and valuable for 
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evaluating the joints in the JCP. Joints #17 and # 19 also showed the double peaks in the 

TPAD RS deflection profile in Figure 7.12. They might have LTEs of around 20 % in 

terms of the shapes of the double peaks. However, unfortunately, they were not tested 

with the FWD due to the limited testing time available to the project.  

It should be noted that the deflection pattern illustrated in Figure 7.11h for the RS 

exhibits a small, constant deflection across the poor-load-transfer joint. However, the 

actual pattern shown by Joints #8, #29 and #33 in Figure 7.13 exhibits a narrow trough 

when crossing the poor-load-transfer joint. The reason for this difference is because of 

the averaging technique which is applied in the signal processing of the RDD data for 

filtering out the rolling noise. In this case, the averaging distance is 1 ft. 

 

7.4  INVESTIGATION OF DEGREE OF UNDERESTIMATION OF JOINT DEFLECTION IN THE 

TPAD DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS 

7.4.1  Reasons of Underestimation of Joint Deflections 

In general, when RDD deflection measurements with the TPAD are used to 

profile JCP, deflections measured at joints are underestimated. Underestimation of the 

deflections at joints is due to two reasons: (1) averaging of the continuous deflections 

over a certain horizontal distance during data processing and (2) averaging of the 

deflections done by the different locations of the three wheels of the rolling sensor cart. 

During continuous deflection measurements, the TPAD applies a static hold-down 

force and a single-frequency (operating frequency (fo)) sinusoidal dynamic force on the 

pavement. This single-frequency dynamic force, permits signals at frequencies outside of 

the operating frequency to be regarded as noise. This single-frequency input and other 

frequencies considered noise create robustness in the TPAD continuous deflection 
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measurements because the noise can be significantly removed by filtering using a data 

processing technique, a notch-pass filter. To apply the digital notch-pass filter to the 

measured signal, the filter-settling time needs to be determined. The filter-settling time 

represents the time required for the filter to respond to a change in input (Bay and Stokoe, 

1998). It is general that a narrower, notch-pass filter results in increased noise attenuation 

and, hence, more accurate results. However, there is an important trade-off between filter 

bandwidth and filter-settling time. A longer filter-settling time results in a notch-pass 

filter with the narrow bandwidth. However, the negative impact is a loss in the spatial 

resolution in data. Currently, the filter-settling time of 0.5 sec corresponds to a 1.5-ft 

spatial resolution in the data. This filter-settling time is often used in the data analysis. 

At joints, a deflection measured using the three-wheel carts is an average 

deflection rather than a point deflection. For JCPs, all three wheels of the sensor cart may 

not be positioned on the same side of the loaded slab at the point where the maximum 

motion occurs when the TPAD passes transverse joints. 

7.4.2  Stationary Deflection Measurements Using the CS and the TPAD 

To investigate the averaging effect of the deflection measurements near joints, 

stationary deflection measurements with the CS were also performed at several locations 

on 8-in. thick slabs (slabs 38 and 39), including at three joints. Slab 38 means the 38th 

slab from the starting point of the testing path shown in Figure 5.9. The stationary 

deflection measurements are deflections measured at a point with the TPAD not moving. 

Therefore, no rolling noise is included in the measurements. These deflection 

measurements represent the real dynamic response at a given point on the pavement to 

the applied sinusoidal dynamic loading. The comparison between rolling and stationary 

deflection measurements is presented in Figure 7.15. The continuous deflection profile 
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collected at 1 mph using the CS is plotted with the stationary deflections for comparison 

purposes. In the mid-slab areas, the stationary measurements are almost the same as the 

rolling dynamic deflections. Deflection differences in the mid-slab regions are about 

0.120 mils/10 kips, with the rolling deflections larger than the stationary deflections in 

about 3 % which shows a “good” match. Around the joints, the stationary deflections are 

higher than the rolling dynamic deflections in a range from 13 to 16 % above the areas. 

These higher deflections from the stationary measurements occur because the continuous 

measurements are averaged over certain horizontal distance, which is about 1.5 ft at 1 

mph during data processing procedure. 
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Figure 7.15: Comparison between Stationary and Continuous (Rolling) Dynamic 

Deflection Measurements with the Center Rolling Sensor on 8-in. Thick 

Slabs at the TxDOT FSF. 
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7.4.3  Stationary Deflection Measurements Using the Separate Geophone and the 

TPAD 

Due to the nature of the 2-Hz sensor on the three-wheel cart, three contact points 

near the joint may not all be positioned on the same side of the loaded slab of the JCP. 

The point where the maximum pavement deflection is induced is next to the transverse 

joint and, in some cases, the maximum motion may be different on opposite sides of the 

joint due to different support conditions. Therefore, stationary deflection measurements 

using the separate geophones were performed at several locations on the 8-in. thick slab 

sections. The testing place is from Slab #9 to Slab # 16. The testing area includes seven 

mid-slab areas (Slabs #9 through # 15) and seven joints (Joints #9 through #15). At this 

time, the center rolling sensor was removed and a laboratory-calibrated 4.5-Hz geophone 

was placed on the pavement to measure the RDD pavement deflections with this 

stationary sensor at multiple locations. Again, since the stationary deflection 

measurements were performed with the TPAD also in a stationary position, no rolling 

noise was involved in the deflection measurements.  

The stationary measurements were performed in small increments along the 

pavement. Generally, an increment of 2 in. or 3 in. between the deflection measurements 

points was used around the joints to clearly define the deflection patterns around the joint. 

On the other hand, an increment of 6 in. was used in the mid-slab areas. Based on the 

deflection profiling that was previously conducted, the slabs where the stationary 

measurements were performed clearly showed the mid-slab motions. Therefore, the 

increment of 6 in. in the mid-slab areas was determined to be acceptable. The stationary 

deflection measurements using the 4.5-Hz geophone and the continuous deflection profile 

using the CS at 2 mph are shown in Figure 7.16a. Deflection profiling from 190 to 290 ft, 

including the slabs and joints where the stationary measurements were performed, is 
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expanded in Figure 7.16b. Every pink square point in the figure is the measurement point 

during the stationary deflection measurements.  

As seen in the Figures 7.16a, and 7.16b, the deflections in the mid-slab areas are 

essentially the same. On the other hand, the deflections at the joints are differ between the 

continuous measurements and the stationary measurements. It is observed that the 

deflections are constant in the mid-slab areas and then, as the measurement points are 

close to the joint, the deflections increase. In Figure 7.16b, the joint-influenced areas are 

clearly seen. When the distance from the joint becomes about 4 ft or less, deflections start 

increasing. This distance of 4 ft from the joint for the joint-influenced area agrees with 

the results from the previous study of the longitudinal joint influence on the deflection 

measurements in Section 7.3. In Section 7.3, when a distance between the deflection 

measurement point and the longitudinal joint is less than 4 ft, the deflection begins to 

increase. 

It is also interesting to see that the continuous deflections agree closely with the 

stationary deflections until an average distance from the joints of 1.5 ft. As mentioned 

above, the deflection points in the continuous deflection profile are plotted about every 

1.5 ft due to the data processing. In Figure 7.16b, the continuous deflections are very 

similar to the stationary deflections except for one deflection point at each joint location; 

thus, if the correction factors can be applied to the deflection points at joints, it might 

result in more representative deflection profiles for the JCP.  

The comparison between the continuous deflections and stationary deflections at 

all joints is summarized in Table 7.1. Percent underestimation of the peak “rolling” 

deflections at joints and the ratio of the stationary deflection to the continuous deflection 

are also shown in Table 7.1. The percent underestimation of the deflections at joints  
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(a) Deflection Profiles Measured with CS Moving along the Complete Testing Path and 

Stationary Deflections Measured with a Separate 4.5-Hz Geophone  
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(b) Deflection Profiles Measured with CS from 190 to 290 ft Expanded from Fig. 7.20 

and Stationary Deflections Measured with a Separate 4.5-Hz Geophone  

Figure 7.16: Comparison between Stationary Deflection Measurements with a Separate 

4.5-Hz Geophone and Continuous Deflection Measurements Measured with 

the Rolling CS on Seven Slabs and Joints at the TxDOT FSF. 
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ranges from 29.8 % to 15 %. Joints # 14 exhibits the largest differences between the 

continuous and stationary deflections, about 30 %, while Joint # 15 shows the smallest 

difference, about 15 %. According to the results in Table 5.1, Joints #9, #11, #13 and # 15 

are contraction joints without rebars and Joints #10, #12 and # 14 are construction joints 

with rebars. No correlation is found between the joint types and the difference between 

stationary and continuous deflection measurements. It seems that the difference between 

stationary and continuous deflections at joints occur randomly because the continuous 

deflections include the 30-Hz rolling noise, which cannot be filtered out using the notch-

pass filter, and the rolling noise is generated randomly. However, it is obvious that the 

continuous deflections at joint measured with the CS and the TPAD are always smaller 

than the stationary deflections at joints. 

Table 7.1: Comparison between Continuous Deflections and Stationary Deflections at 

Joints #9 through # 15 on the Testing Path at the TxDOT FSF. 

 

A histogram of the ratio of the stationary deflections at joints to continuous 

deflections at joints is shown in Figure 7.17. Mean and standard deviation of the 

histogram in Figure 7.17 are 1.34 and 0.088, respectively. In a conservative way, it might 

be acceptable and result in more closely predicted joint movements under TPAD 

continuous RDD measurements if a correction factor of 1.4 is applied to the deflections at 

Joint No.

Continuous

Defl. (mils/10

kips)

Stationary Defl.

(mils/10 kips)

Percent

Underestimation by

Contin. Defl.(%)

Ratio of

Stationary Defl. to

Continous Defl.

Joint #9 7.569 10.235 26.0 1.35

Joint #10 9.573 12.261 21.9 1.28

Joint #11 10.809 14.922 27.6 1.38

Joint #12 7.604 10.804 29.6 1.42

Joint #13 6.973 9.44 26.1 1.35

Joint #14 8.556 12.188 29.8 1.42

Joint #15 6.761 7.952 15.0 1.18
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joints in the continuous deflection profiles. The deflection profile from 190 to 290 ft after 

applying the correction factor of 1.4 is shown in Figure 7.18 with the stationary 

measurements. The corrections factors are applied to the seven deflection points at seven 

joint locations. As expected, the deflection profiles are more similar to the stationary 

deflections. 
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Figure 7.17: Histogram of the Ratio of Stationary Deflections to Continuous Deflections 

at Seven Joints on the Testing Path at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Figure 7.18: Deflection Profiles from 190 to 290 ft on the Testing Path at the TxDOT 

FSF after Applying the Correction Factor of 1.4 with the Stationary 

Deflections Measured with the 4.5-Hz Geophone. 

7.5  SUMMARY 

Repeatability of the TPAD, RDD deflection measurements was examined. The 

testing path at the TxDOT FSF was profiled at 1 and 2 mph with three trials for each 

testing speed. At a testing speed of 1 mph, the mean and standard deviation of deflections 

are 4.04 mils per 10 kips and 0.022 mils per 10 kips. The small standard deviation results 

in the coefficient of variation of 0.005, a very small value indicating excellent 

repeatability. At 2 mph, the mean and standard deviation of deflections are 4.04 mils per 

10 kips and 0.045 mils per 10 kips; thus, resulting in the coefficient of variation of 0.011 

which still represents excellent measurements. The higher coefficient of variation at 2 

mph results from the higher testing speed but 0.011 is still small enough for high-quality 

TPAD testing at a testing speed of 2 mph on the JCP. 
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The RDD continuous deflection profile is used in evaluating the existing 

conditions of the Jointed Concrete Pavement (JCP) and in monitoring changes in the 

structural conditions with time. The characteristics of the TPAD RDD continuous 

deflections measured on the JCP are investigated using the JCP testbed at the TxDOT 

FSF. The influence of proximity to the longitudinal joint on the RDD deflections is 

discussed. A 350-ft long portion of the testing path at the TxDOT FSF was profiled using 

the center sensor. Initially, the testing lane was along the middle of the slab; thus the 

distance from the testing path to the longitudinal joint was 6.25 ft. For the second and 

third trials, the testing lanes were 4.25 ft and 2.25 ft away from the longitudinal joint, 

respectively. The distance from the longitudinal joint to the fourth testing lane was 0.25 

ft, so the fourth lane was very near to the longitudinal joint. In fact, in this case, the each 

loading roller was on opposite sides of longitudinal joint (see Figure 7.4b). Deflection 

testing on the first and second testing paths exhibits almost the same results on the mid-

slab areas as well as the joints. Deflections begin to increase, when the distance from the 

longitudinal joint to the testing path becomes less than about 4 ft on the third testing lane. 

This trend is obvious in most mid-slab areas and transverse joints with contraction joints 

without rebars. On the other hand, no deflection increases were found in all four testing 

paths measured in the one slab with a buried pipe due to the increased in stiffness of the 

pavement system. A small increase in deflection was found at transverse joints that were 

construction joints with rebars.  

The use of the rear sensor (RS) for identifying joints in the JCP with a poor load 

transfer is presented. When the RS transitions a transverse joint, the RS is moving on the 

loaded side until the CS (and loading rollers) cross the transverse joint and then the RS is 

on the unloaded side of the JCP before it crosses the transverse joint. While the RS is 

moving on the unloaded side, the RS senses primarily only that portion of the pavement 
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movement that the transverse joint transmitted. If the load transfer is poor at the 

transverse joint, the RS deflections drop significantly. After the RS crosses the transverse 

joint and is moving on the loaded side, the same slab where the loading roller is applying 

the load, the RS now senses the full pavement motions. Therefore, the deflection profile 

using the RS can exhibit double-peak at the joint location with poor load transfer. The 

deflection profile using the RS collected at the TxDOT FSF was investigated to study this 

double-peak response. As predicted, the deflection profile with the RS shows double-

peaks at the joints with the LTEs lower than 50 % estimated by the FWD deflections. The 

shape of the double-peaks is compared with the FWD LTEs. The trough in the double-

peak tends to deeper as the LTE decrease. 

Stationary deflection measurements were performed at the TxDOF FSF to 

investigate the degree of underestimation of the continuous deflection measurements at 

joints. The underestimation of the joint deflections occurs due to: (1) averaging of the 

continuous deflections over a given horizontal distance during data processing and (2) 

averaging of the deflections caused by the different locations of the three wheels of the 

rolling sensor cart. The stationary deflection measurements are the deflections measured 

at a point with the TPAD not moving. Therefore, no rolling noise is included in the 

measurements. Stationary measurements using independent 4.5-Hz geophone that were 

completely free from the TPAD were performed on the portion of the testing path at the 

TxDOT FSF including seven mid-slabs and seven joints (see Figures 5.9 and 7.14). These 

stationary measurements were compared with the continuous deflections measured with 

the center rolling sensor (CS). The deflections are constant in the mid-slab areas while as 

the measurement points beome close to the joint, the deflections increase. When the 

distance from the transverse joint to the measurement point is about 4 ft, the deflections 

started increasing. The continuous deflections are very similar to the stationary 
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deflections except for one or two deflection points at the closest locations to the joints. 

Ratios of the stationary deflections to continuous deflections at the joints are calculated 

and the correction factor of 1.4 for the deflection point at the location of the joint is 

introduced. 
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Chapter 8:  Comparison of Deflection Measurements Using the TPAD 

and FWD at the TxDOT FSF 

8.1  INTRODUCTION 

Deflection measurements using the TPAD-RDD system and the Falling Weight 

Deflectometer (FWD) were performed along the testing path of the testbedat the TxDOT 

FSF under similar environmental conditions. The FWD is the most widely used 

deflection measurement device to characterize JCP. In this chapter, comparisons of 

deflection measurements using FWD sensor #0 and the TPAD center sensor are 

presented. If deflections collected with the TPAD are comparable or well correlated with 

the FWD deflection measurements, this comparison shows compatibility between the two 

methods and builds confidence in using some FWD correlations with the RDD-measured 

deflections. 

8.2  TPAD AND FWD DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS AT THE TXDOT FSF 

The Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) and TPAD were used to measure 

deflections on the testbed at the TxDOT FSF on the same day for comparison pusposes. 

FWD testing at several discrete points (mid-slab and joint areas of 16- and 8-in. thick 

slabs) was performed along the testing path. The selected FWD points in the mid-slab 

area are Slabs: # 2, #4, #7 (16-in. thick slabs), and # 11, # 21, #22, #23, #28, #29, #30 and 

# 36 (8-in. thick slabs). The selected FWD points at joints are at joints: #1, #3, #6, #8, 

#10, #20, #21, #22, #27, #28, #29, #32, #33 and #35. The selected joints consist of three 

different types of the joints as shown in Table 5.1. They are: (1) eight “Type A” joints 

(construction joints with rebars): Joints #1, #3, #6, #10, #20, #22, #28 and #32, (2) three 

“Type B” joints (contractions joints without rebars): Joints #21, #27 and #29 and (3) two 

“Type C” joints (expansion joints without rebars): Joints #8 and #33. The sensor setup for 

FWD testing is shown in Figure 8.1. Seven FWD sensors are used in typical testing, with 
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Sensor #3 moved behind the loading plate. As shown in Figure 8.1, Sensor #0 is located 

in the middle of the loading plate and the deflection measured by Sensor #0 represents the 

deflection at the loading plate. In this dissertation, deflections measured using Sensors #0 

and #1 are used. 

 

Loading Plate

Sensor #0 Sensor #1 Sensor #2Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6
Sensor #3 

Moved

12-
inches

Testing Direction
 

Figure 8.1: FWD Sensor Setup for Testing at the TxDOT FSF. 

Both TPAD and FWD testing was performed at the same pavement temperature 

(84 ℉). FWD deflections collected by Sensor #0 were normalized to 10 kips dynamic 

loading. However, the load level generally ranged from about 6 to 8 kips. The deflection 

profile using the TPAD at 2 mph and the CS are compared with the FWD Sensor #0 

deflections in mid-slab areas in Figure 8.2. The TPAD CS deflections and FWD Sensor 

#0 deflections exhibit a very similar trend and comparable results in the mid-slab areas. 

The histogram of the TPAD deflections and FWD Sensor #0 deflections in the mid-slab 

areas is shown in Figure 8.3a and the comparisons of the two values at each mid-slab 

point are shown in Figure 8.3b. In Figures 8.3a, the TPAD CS deflections are generally 

larger than FWD Sensor #0 deflections on the 8-in thick slabs. The TPAD and FWD 

results show very similar results on mid-slab areas as shown in 8.3b. Slab #11 showed the 

largest absolute, with a difference has a difference of about 0.92 mils/10 kips. However, 
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percent wise, this difference is (0.92/5.18) or about 17.8%. The largest percent difference 

is shown on Slab #4 more than 100 %. 

 

 

Figure 8.2: Continuous Deflection Profile Using the TPAD and the CS and the FWD 

Sensor #0 Deflections in Mid-Slab Areas of the 16- and 8-in. Thick Slabs. 

As mentioned earlier, the joints where FWD testing was performed are composed 

of three different types. Therefore, the comparisons between TPAD CS deflections and 

FWD Sensor #0 deflections at joints are divided according to joint types. Deflections at 

construction joints with rebar are shown in Figure 8.4. Since the construction joint has 

rebars, it is expected to have a good load-transfer across the joint. As seen in the figure, 

deflections measured with TPAD CS and FWD Sensor #0 are very similar and well 

correlated. The histogram of the TPAD deflections and FWD Sensor #0 deflections at the  
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(a) Histogram of FWD and TPAD Deflections in Mid-Slab Areas 
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(b) Comparison between TPAD and FWD Deflection Measurements in Mid-Slab Areas 

Figure 8.3: Comparison between TPAD CS and FWD Sensor #0 Deflections in Mid-

Slab Areas at the TxDOT FSF. 
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construction joints with rebars is shown in Figure 8.4a and the comparisons are shown in 

Figure 8.5b. In Figures 8.5a, TPAD CS deflections are very comparable with FWD 

Sensor #0 deflections on both the 16- and 8-in thick slab sections. This relationship is 

well shown in Figure 8.5b, where there is essentially a 1:1 comparison in the data. 

 

 

Figure 8.4: Continuous Deflection Profile Using the TPAD and the CS and FWD 

Sensor #0 Deflections at Construction Joints with Rebars. 

In the comparisons shown in Figure 8.5b, the deflections of TPAD CS and FWD Sensor 

#0 at the construction joints with rebars showed the almost identical correlations. The 

comparison between the TPAD CS and FWD Sensor #0 Deflections at the construction 

joints with rebars exhibit closer correlations than in mid-slab areas. 
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(a) Histogram of FWD and TPAD Deflections at Construction Joints with Rebars 
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(b) Comparison between TPAD and FWD Deflection Measurements at Construction 

Joints with Rebars 

Figure 8.5: Comparison between TPAD CS and FWD Sensor #0 Deflections in at 

Construction Joints with Rebars at the TxDOT FSF. 
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Deflections with FWD Sensor #0 at the contraction and expansion joints without 

rebars with the TPAD CS deflection profile collected at 2 mph are shown in Figure 8.6. 

Since the contraction and expansion joints do not include rebars in the joints, it is 

expected to have a poorer load-transfer across the joints than the construction joints with 

rebars. As seen in Figure 8.6, FWD Sensor #0 deflections are much larger than TPAD CS 

deflections except for Joint #8, the expansion joint without rebars. It was concluded that 

no correlation is found in comparisons between TPAD CS deflections and FWD Sensor 

#0 deflections measured at the joints without rebars. The lack of correlation is due mainly 

to the averaging in the TPAD-RDD deflections and underestimation. This conclusion is 

supported by the stationary measurements with the 4.5-Hz geophones shown in Figure 

7.16. 
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Figure 8.6: Continuous Deflection Profile Using the TPAD and the CS and FWD 

Sensor #0 Deflections at Contraction and Expansion Joints with No Rebar. 
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8.3  LOAD-TRANSFER EFFICIENCY ESTIMATION USING FWD DEFLECTIONS 

The FWD has been widely used to estimate the LTE of the JCP. FWD testing was 

conducted along the testing path at the TxDOT FSF. Sensor configurations of FWD 

testing at the joint and in the mid-slab to estimate the LTE are shown in Figure 8.7a and 

8.7b, respectively. For FWD testing at the joint, the loading plate and Sensor #0 are 

located on the approach slab, and Sensor #1 is located on the arrival slab. The deflections, 

d0 and d1 in Figure 8.7, represent the deflections measured by Sensors #0 and #1, 

respectively. The LTE values at the joints are calculated with the following equations 

recommended by the AASHTO Pavement Design Guide 1993 (ASSHTO, 1993).  

 

LTE (%) = 100 × 
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                                   (7.1) 

where  d1j = deflection measured by Sensor #1 in the sensor configuration at the 

joint (see Figure 8.6a), 

  d0j = deflection measured by Sensor #0 in the sensor configuration at the 

joint (see Figure 8.6a), 

d1c = deflection measured by Sensor #1 in the sensor configuration in the 

mid-slab (see Figure 8.6b), and 

  d0c = deflection measured by Sensor #0 in the sensor configuration in the 

mid-slab (see Figure 8.6b). 
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Approach Slab Arrival Slab

Loading Plate

d0 d1

Sensor #1

6 in. 6 in.

 
(a) FWD Sensor Configuration at the Joint 

 

Slab

Loading Plate

d0 d1

Sensor #1

12 in.

 
(c) FWD Sensor Configuration in the Mid-Slab Area 

Figure 8.7: FWD Sensor Configurations at the Joint and in the Mid-Slab Area Used in 

Calculation Load-Transfer Efficiency (LTE). 

LTEs determined by FWD testing are summarized in Table 8.1. The type of each 

joint is also shown in Table 8.1. The values of the LTEs range from 6 % to 100 %. Joint # 

8 and Joint #33 exhibit the lowest LTEs among the thirteen joints. These joints are 

expansion joints that have no re-bars. Generally, the joints with rebars (construction 

joints) have LTEs higher than 60 % while the joints without rebars (contraction and 

expansion joints) have the LTEs smaller than 50 %. The exception to this conclusion is 

Joint #21, a contraction joint withour rebars that exhibits a high LTE of 93%. 
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Table 8.1: Load-Transfer Efficiencies (LTEs) Determined by FWD Testing. 

 

 

The ratio of FWD Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS deflections at the 

construction joints is compared with the LTEs in Figure 8.8. The ratio of FWD Sensor #0 

deflections at construction joints to TPAD CS deflections at construction joints is 

essentially 1.0, a mean value of 1.01; that is, TPAD CS deflections are almost the same as 

FWD Sensor #0 deflections at the construction joints with rebars. The ratio of FWD 

Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS deflections at the contraction joints with the LTEs are 

shown in Figure 8.9. The mean of the ratio of FWD Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS 

deflections 1.41, meaning the FWD Sensor #0 is 1.41 times greater than TPAD CS 

deflections at the contraction joints. However, as the LTEs increase, the ratio of FWD 

Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS deflections decrease; hence, the deflections of TPAD 

CS and FWD Sensor #0 at the contraction joints become more similar as the LTEs 

increase. The ratio of FWD Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS deflections at the 

expansion joints with the LTEs are shown in Figure 8.10. Unlike the correlation between 

Joint

Number
Joint Type LTE (%)

1 Construction Joint with Rebar 60

3 Construction Joint with Rebar 98

6 Construction Joint with Rebar 80

8 Expansion Joint without Rebar 11

10 Construction Joint with Rebar 100

20 Construction Joint with Rebar 98

21 Contraction Joint without Rebar 93

22 Construction Joint with Rebar 100

27 Contraction Joint without Rebar 49

28 Construction Joint with Rebar 100

29 Contraction Joint without Rebar 24

32 Construction Joint with Rebar 96

33 Expansion Joint without Rebar 6
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TPAD CS and FWD Sensor #0 deflections at the contraction joints, no correlation at the 

expansion joints between the LTEs and ratio of FWD Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS 

deflections is found in Figure 8.10.  

In Figure 8.11, the ratio of FWD Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS deflections at 

eleven construction and contraction joints are shown with the LTEs. The ratio of FWD 

Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS deflections at the joints approaches to 1.0 as the LTE 

increases. It is obvious that more scattering occurs with the LTEs less than 60 % as 

expected. The mean or the ratio of FWD Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS deflections 

at joints is 1.12.  

Even with less comparable results at the contraction and expansion joints than in 

the mid-slab areas and at the construction joints, the correlation of deflections between 

the two devices is very reasonable, considering the FWD applies a transient force with a 

wide frequency range as a forcing function and the TPAD applies a steady-state, 30-Hz 

loading function. In addition, it is also noted that FWD Sensor #0 is located at the loading 

point and the CS is located midway between the loading rollers of the TPAD. 
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Figure 8.8: Ratio of FWD Sensor #0 Deflections to TPAD CS Deflections at 

Construction Joints with Rebars with the LTEs Determined by FWD. 
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Figure 8.9: Ratio of FWD Sensor #0 Deflections to TPAD CS Deflections at 

Contraction Joints with No Rebars with the LTEs Determined by FWD. 
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Figure 8.10: Ratio of FWD Sensor #0 Deflections to TPAD CS Deflections at Expansion 

Joints with No Rebars with the LTEs Determined by FWD. 
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Figure 8.11: Ratio of FWD Sensor #0 Deflections to TPAD CS Deflections at Eleven 

Construction and Contraction Joints with the LTEs Determined by FWD. 
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8.4  SUMMARY 

The FWD testing was performed at the TxDOT FSF in several points on mid-slab 

areas and joints. Both testing was conducted on the same pavement surface temperature 

because the joints tend to close when the slab downward curling (frowning) occurs as the 

slab top is heated up and warmer than the slab bottom. The center sensor (CS) deflections 

are compared with the Sensor #0 deflections of the FWD. The CS deflections are 

generally well matched with the Sensor #0 deflections in the mid-slab areas and at the 

construction joints with rebars. In contrast, significant differences exist at the contraction 

and expansion joints without rebars. These significant differences seem to be caused by 

the averaging in TPAD-RDD deflections and underestimation of the joint deflections.  

Load-transfer efficiency (LTE) was estimated by FWD deflection measurements. 

Generally, the construction joints with rebars showed the higher LTEs than the 

contraction and expansion joints without rebars. To investigate the correlations of the 

TPAD CS and FWD Sensor #0 deflections in detail, t ratio of FWD Sensor #0 deflections 

to TPAD CS deflections at joints were compared with the LTEs. The ratio of FWD 

Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS deflections at construction joints is essentially 1.0 

while, the contraction joints without rebars, the ratio of FWD Sensor #0 deflections to 

TPAD CS tends to decrease as the LTEs increase. However, no correlation between the 

TPAD CS and FWD Sensor #0 deflections is found. 
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Chapter 9:  Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 

9.1  SUMMARY 

The Total Pavement Acceptance Device (TPAD) was developed by a joint effort 

between the Center for Transportation Research (CTR) at the University of Texas at 

Austin (UT) and the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) at Texas A&M 

University. The objective of developing the TPAD was to construct a new, multi-

function, nondestructive pavement testing device that can be used to assess the structure 

conditions of the total pavement at testing speeds at 2 to 3 mph. The multi-function 

capabilities of the new device include: (1) rolling dynamic deflectometer (RDD), (2) 

ground penetrating radar (GPR), (3) global positioning (GPS), (4) pavement surface 

temperature, (5) digital video imaging of pavement and right-of-way conditions and (6) 

longitudinal survey distance along the profile (DMI).  

Among the multi-functions of the TPAD, improvements made to the RDD 

functionality include faster testing speeds and improved data quality as discussed in this 

dissertation. This research consisted of a three-part study to develop the RDD portion of 

the TPAD. The first part involved development of the fourth-generation rolling sensors. 

The fourth-generation rolling sensors were developed based on previous research and 

several prototype stages of field testing. A Jointed Concrete Pavement (JCP) testbed with 

known and well-documented conditions was developed at the TxDOT FSF and many 

field tests using the original RDD and the new TPAD were performed over a four-year 

period. Key benefits of the fourth-generation rolling sensor are: (1) increased testing 

speed in the range of 2 to 3 mph, (2) reduced rolling noise, (3) an improved signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) during continuous deflection measurements, (4) an improved sensor 

hold-down system that is required for the higher speeds and (4) improved tracking during 

the deflection measurements. Rolling noise characteristics of the various generations of 
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rolling sensors are presented in Chapter 3. These rolling noise characteristics were used 

to evaluate the fourth-generation rolling sensors. Details of the TPAD mobile platform 

and the acceptance testing of the RDD portion of the TPAD are discussed in Chapter 4. 

Final details on the improvements made to the fourth-generation rolling sensor are 

presented in Chapter 5. 

The second-part of this dissertation research involved improvements to the sensor 

positioning, raising/lowering and towing system. The starting point in this work involved 

two fourth-generation rolling sensors with 9.5-in. diameter wheels (0.75-in. thick 

urethane tread with a stiffness of 50 A durometer) that were built and installed on the 

TPAD using a sensor positioning system built by personnel from IVI (called the IVI 

sensor positioning system in this dissertation), the contractor that built the mobile 

platform and RDD loading rollers that form the bulk of the mechanical systems on the 

TPAD. A number of field tests using the two, fourth-generation rolling sensors installed 

with the IVI sensor positioning system) and the testbed at the TxDOT FSF were 

performed over a range of testing speeds between 1 to 3 mph. The front sensor (FS) 

showed a back-and-forth oscillation and it was determined to be created by the front 

wheels on the IVI sensor positioning system that was used to position, raise/lower and 

tow the fourth-generation rolling sensors. Therefore, new towing and lifting system to 

position and towing the rolling sensors and to raise/lower the RDD portion of the TPAD 

automatically was developed (the final TPAD-RDD system). The benefits of the final 

TPAD-RDD system are: (1) three rolling sensors can be used and (2) larger diameter 

wheels and heavier hold-down forces can be used for the front and rear sensors. The filed 

testing results using the fourth-generation rolling sensors are presented in Chapter 6. In 

addition, rolling noise measurements with an independent towing frame on an asphalt 

pavement at Pickle Research Center (PRC) and on the JCP at the TxDOT FSF to 
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optimize the wheel diameter and tread width of the fourth-generation rolling sensors are 

also presented in Chapter 6. 

The third part of the study involved TPAD RDD deflection measurements on the 

JCP. The discussions include: (1) the influence of the longitudinal joint on the deflection 

measurements, (2) the use of rear rolling sensor to identify the joints with a poor load-

transfer, (3) repeatability of the TPAD RDD deflection measurements, and (4) study of 

the degree of the joint deflection underestimation with the continuous deflection 

measurements. The testing results and discussions are presented in Chapter 7. The Falling 

Weight Deflectometer and TPAD were used to measure deflections on the JCP at the 

TxDOT FSF. The comparisons between the FWD and the TPAD deflection 

measurements in the mid-slabs and joints are presented in Chapter 8. 

 

9.2  CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions result from the research described in this dissertation. 

1. The fourth-generation rolling sensors are the best, yet-developed sensors for the 

RDD functionality of the TPAD. These rolling sensors have the highest SNR and 

the lowest rolling noise because they were developed with (1) larger diameter 

wheels, (2) softer and thicker wheel treads, (3) the hold-down force below not 

above the sensor through the hanging-weight system, (4) equal areas of the total 

wheel-tread contact on each side of the cart and (5) better bearing (Figure 5.17). 

The fourth-generation rolling sensors were developed by a joint effort between the 

CTR, CEM and IVI. Continuous deflection profiles were collected on the JCP at 

the TxDOT FSF using the second-generation rolling sensor and the fourth-

generation rolling sensor at 1, 2 and 3 mph. Results from this testing have shown 
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that the fourth-generation rolling sensor generates less rolling noise and has higher 

the signal-to-noise ratio, recalling in a SNR of 18 with the center sensor and a 

SNR of 10 with the front and rear sensors at 2 mph, respectively (Tables 6.1 and 

6.2). 

2. In the final TPAD-RDD system, three rolling sensors are installed with the towing 

frame system in the TPAD (Figure 6.35). All three rolling sensors (the center, 

front and rear sensors) that are currently used for RDD profiling with the TPAD 

have a treads that are 0.75-in. thick and have a stiffness of 50 A durometer, a 

hardness between a rubber band and a pencil eraser. The center sensor has 9.5-in. 

diameter wheels and a 40-lb, hold-down weight while the front and rear sensors 

have 12.5-in. diameter wheels and a 90-lb, hold-down weight. The differences in 

center sensor and the front and rear sensors are due to the space limitation of the 

center sensor located midway between two loading rollers. This difference is 

considered to be acceptable because of the higher the signal-to-noise ratio of the 

center sensor. 

3. The current TPAD-RDD system with three rolling sensors and two loading rollers 

(Figure 6.35) can be used on in-service pavements at testing speeds up to 2 mph 

on the JCP and 3 mph in asphalt pavements. This conclusion was made based on 

the SNRs estimation in the mid-slab areas and at the joints on the JCP and rolling-

noise measurements on the JCP and an asphalt pavement. 

4. The rear sensor performs better (higher SNRs) than the front sensor. The poorer 

performance of the front sensor is attributed to the chatter created by the front 

swiveling wheels on the towing frame. 
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5. When the distance to the longitudinal joint is less than 4 ft, the deflection starts 

increasing; as the distance from the longitudinal/transverse joints to the measuring 

point decreases, the deflection levels increase (Figures 7.8 and 7.16). 

6. In a JCP, temperature variations cause slab curling and slab expansion or 

contraction. The TPAD was used to measure continuous deflection profiles under 

three pavement surface temperature to evaluate the response of concrete slabs. It 

was found that joints are significantly affected by the slab curling that is 

determined by the temperature differential between slab top and bottom (Figure 

7.10). Generally, a higher temperature in the upper part of the slab than the bottom 

of the slab occurs around 11:00 AM Thus, it is recommended to perform the 

deflection measurements on the JCP especially at joints before 11:00 AM. 

7. The rear sensor is an ideal tool to evaluate the load-transfer at the joints in the JCP. 

For example, the deflections measured with the center sensor at the joints with the 

poor load-transfer can be low if the slab support conditions are good. However, 

the deflection profile collected with the RS at the same locations results in double-

peaks because the RS cannot sense the pavement deflection when the loading 

rollers pass the joint location due to the low load-transfer at the joints (Figure 

7.14). 

8. Continuous deflection measurements as performed with the original RDD and the 

TPAD underestimate deflections at joints. In comparison with the stationary 

deflection measurements conducted in this dissertation study, the percent 

underestimation of deflections at joints ranges from 15 to 29.6 %; with an average 

of 25.2% (Table 7.2). This percent underestimation depends on slab thickness, 

void, and several factors. The continuous deflections are very similar on the joint-

influenced areas, which have distances to the joint less than 4 ft (Figure 7.16b). 
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When the correction factor of 1.2 is applied to the deflection at each joint, the 

deflection profile became more similar to the stationary deflections (Figure 7.18). 

9. Deflections measured with the center sensor of the TPAD are very similar with 

FWD Sensor #0 deflections in the mid-slab areas and at the construction joints 

with rebars (Figures 8.2 and 8.4).  

10. The ratio of FWD Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS deflections at construction 

joints is essentially 1.0 while, the contraction joints without rebars, the ratio of 

FWD Sensor #0 deflections to TPAD CS tends to decrease as the LTEs increase. 

However, no correlation between the TPAD CS and FWD Sensor #0 deflections 

is found. 

9.3  RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations are suggested for further improvements. 

1. Vertical accelometers could be included on the rolling sensors. The reason is that 

measurements of vertical accelerations with the accelometers could be beneficial 

in estimating when decoupling of the rolling sensors from the pavement is 

imminent. 

2. It will be beneficial to incorporate ground-coupled Ground Penetrating Radar 

(GPR) on the TPAD and the original RDD. Currently, an air-coupled GPR is used 

in the TPAD measurements. Since the air-coupled GPR has shallower penetration 

depth with a high-frequency (1 GHz) electromagnetic wave, it has been difficult 

to use on the thicker pavements such as the 16-in. thick slabs at the TxDOT FSF. 

With current testing speed of the TPAD, 2 to 3 mph, the ground-coupled GPR can 

be incorporated without any sacrifices. It would be also beneficial to incorporate 
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two ground-coupled GPR with high and low frequencies of electromagnetic 

waves. 

3. A video camera that captures the rolling sensors and pavement where the 

deflections are measured would be very beneficial. Such video imaging would be 

used to compare pavement surface conditions at the with the pavement 

deflections. It would also allow any unusual measurements of the sensors to be 

identified and monitoring of the TPAD-RDD system. 

4. The procedure for constructing a continuous deflection bowl should be considered. 

After development of this procedure, a back-calculation procedure to evaluate 

moduli of pavement layers should be investigated for use with the RDD deflection 

measurements. 

5. Real-time analysis of the deflection data should be incorporated. This real-time 

analysis includes both the signal-to-noise ratio measurements and the real-time 

deflection profile. The real-time profiles can help pavement engineers make 

decisions regarding subsequent testing, additional testing and or repeat testing 

while the TPAD is still at the site and the work is most cost effective. 

6. An automated application of the correction factor to the deflection point at the 

joint should be developed. The results shown in this dissertation were developed 

by a manual operation. It would not be hard to develop the program to pick up the 

peaks in the deflection profile and automatically apply the correction factors to the 

deflections at the joints. 

7. Comparison of deflections measured by TPAD rear rolling sensor and FWD 

Sensor #2 would be beneficial. FWD sensor #2 is located ahead of the loading 

point and Sensor #0 in 2 ft. TPAD rear rolling sensor is located ahead of the 

center rolling sensor in about 2.1 ft. In this dissertation, TPAD center rolling 
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sensor is correlated with FWD Sensor #0 reasonably. The similarity of the 

distance differences between TPAD center and rear rolling sensors and FWD 

Sensors #0 and #2 might result in good agreements between two deflection 

measurements. If good correlation between TPAD rear rolling sensor and FWD 

Sensor #0 is established, this study will be very beneficial in constructing a 

continuous deflection bowl. 
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